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ABSTRACT

ALSAAD, RAWAN, T., Doctorate : June: 2022, Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering

Title: Interpretable Deep Learning Models for Prediction of Clinical Outcomes from

Electronic Health Records

Supervisor of Dissertation: Prof. Qutaibah Malluhi.

The rapid adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) has generated tremendous

amounts of valuable clinical data on complex diseases and health trajectories. Yet,

achieving successful secondary use of this EHR data for expanding our knowledge

about diseases, expediting scientific discoveries in medicine, and facilitating clinical

decision-making has remained challenging, owing to the complexity and data quality

issues of these EHR data. Artificial intelligence, specifically deep learning, presents a

promising approach for analyzing this rich EHR data, represented as a series of time-

stamped multivariate data packed in irregular intervals. Deep learning-based predictive

modeling with longitudinal EHR data offers a great promise for accelerating personal-

ized medicine, enabling disease prevention, better informing clinical decision-making,

and reducing healthcare costs. However, employing deep learning on EHR data for

personalized prediction of clinical outcomes requires coping with numerous issues si-

multaneously.

In this thesis, we focus on addressing three important challenges: data heterogeneity,

data irregularity, and model interpretability. We utilize state of the art deep learning

techniques and modern machine learning methods to develop accurate and interpretable

predictive models using EHR data. Specifically, we demonstrate how temporal clinical
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data contained in EHRs can be harnessed for providing patient-specific predictions and

interpretations for several clinical outcomes. We focus on two aspects: 1) code-level

and visit-level interpretations for predicted outcomes using recurrent neural networks

(RNNs), attentionmechanism, and contextual decomposition interpretationmethod, and

2) leveraging the non-stationarity characteristics in EHR data into the predictive models

using self-attention mechanism and kernels approximation technique.

Our proposed EHR-based deep learning models demonstrate improved performance

in terms of predictive accuracy and interpretability on multiple clinical prediction tasks,

compared to existing work in this area. These tasks include preterm birth prediction,

school-age asthma prediction, and predicting the set of diagnosis codes in the next visit.

Suchmodels have a great potential to assist healthcare professionals inmaking decisions,

which are not only dependent on the clinician’s clinical knowledge and expertise, but

also based on personalized and precise insights about future patient outcomes.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The accelerated adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) in modern healthcare

systems generates massive amounts of clinical data in a readily computable form. This,

in turn, offers great potential for making meaningful secondary use of clinical data

by coupling it with modern machine learning approaches for data-driven prediction

of future clinical outcomes. Building accurate and interpretable machine learning

methods for the prediction of patients’ future clinical outcomes has a great promise to

assist healthcare providers and patients in the navigation of ever-increasingly complex

treatment decisions. Decisions, which are not only dependent on the clinician’s clinical

knowledge and experience, but also based on personalized and precise insights about

future patient outcomes [1]. Therefore, naturally, modern machine learning techniques,

combinedwithmassive EHRdata generated fromhealthcare organizations have potential

to bring dramatic changes to the clinical practice by improving healthcare quality,

reducing healthcare costs, and advancing medical research [2]–[4].

1.1. Motivation

Conventional predictive models of clinical decision support are heavily dependent

on human involvement in the identification and extraction of medical variables and

optimization of prediction models. This results in task-specific models and classifier-

dependent features, limiting its generalizability across tasks and datasets [5]. Recently,

deep learning techniques have emerged as an alternative to other machine-learning

algorithms and conventional statistics in the medical field. Data-driven deep learning

methods for healthcare applications demonstrated promising performance for various

clinical prediction tasks, such asmortality prediction, admission/readmission prediction,
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length-of-stay prediction, and phenotyping classification [6]–[12]. Deep learning has

attracted considerable attention in healthcare for two reasons. First, deep learning

models have impressively outperformed traditional machine learning methods in many

tasks, with less manual, repetitive, and lengthy feature engineering [8], [12]. This has

changed the paradigm of healthcare data analytics modeling, from expert-driven feature

engineering to data-driven feature construction. Second, the digitization of healthcare

systems resulted in large and complex datasets (e.g. longitudinal multivariate event

sequences), which enable efficient training of complex deep learning models [12]. Deep

learning is facilitated by neural networkswhichmimic human intelligence in increasingly

sophisticated and independent ways. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are one class

of deep learning, where connections between the neurons form a directed graph along

a temporal sequence, enabling it to consolidate the entire longitudinal EHR to generate

accurate predictions for several clinical tasks [13]–[19].

However, using deep learning algorithms on EHR data has a number of challenges.

First, majority of these models aggregates medical codes into visit representation with-

out accounting for codes heterogeneity, resulting in inadequate visit representation. For

example, the same diagnosis might indicate different conditions when combined with

different medications or procedures. Second, the irregular temporal structure and de-

pendencies among visits is not properly modeled, as visits are fed into the deep learning

models, such as RNNs, in a sequential order ignoring potentially valuable temporal rela-

tionships among visits. Third, clinicians often consider deep learning models as highly

expressive black-boxes which are difficult to understand and trust their predictions, lim-

iting its adoption in real-world healthcare applications [20], [21]. This is crucial in

the medical practice, where interpretable deep learning models can empower healthcare
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experts to make informed, evidence-based recommendations for adequate interventions.

Therefore, there is a pressing and growing need for efficient deep learning predictive

techniques which can appropriately model EHR data and balance the trade-offs between

model accuracy and interpretability.

1.2. Problem Statement

Our problem of predicting clinical outcomes using EHR data can be formulated as a

multivariate time series forecasting problem, which involves the design and development

of predictive models on data that comprises ordered relationships between its observa-

tions. The models use past structured observations to predict one or more possible

future observations. This presents a classification problem, where the input variables

are endogenous, i.e., it is influenced by other variables in the system (including them-

selves) and the output variable depends on them. In addition, it includes discontiguous

time series, where observations are not uniform over time. The lack of uniformity of

the observations is a feature of our problem, where data is collected in an unscheduled

fashion (i.e., because the physician orders care, or the patient seeks care), at varying

time intervals. Finally, the predictions produced by our models need to be accompanied

with interpretation mechanisms capable of explaining the predicted results and high-

lighting evidence from patient’s EHR timeline. The high-dimensional longitudinal data

encompassed in EHRs jointly provide a rich representation of patient trajectories in the

healthcare process. Yet, when EHR data is used for predictive modeling, researchers

have to deal with various significant challenges arising from the representation of EHR

temporal data. We elaborate on these challenges in this section.
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1.2.1. Model Interpretability in Temporal EHR

Despite the remarkable performance of deep learning algorithms, the implications

of using deep learning-based predictive models in healthcare have been limited owing

to the lack of interpretability of these models. An interpretable deep learning model

is a model which can provide explanations concerning why particular predictions are

made. In healthcare, it is often insufficient to merely provide traditional machine

learning metrics like area under the curve (AUC), sensitivity, or specificity. Instead,

those metrics must be complemented with explanations about predicted outcomes. For

example, an algorithm that diagnoses pneumonia but cannot explain why a patient is

diagnosed with this disease, is less likely to be valued and trusted by clinicians and

patients than an algorithm that can explain its reasoning for a particular predicted

outcome. Currently, majority of predictive machine learning systems in healthcare

generate predictions without explanations. However, in practice, medical practitioners

frequently experience use cases which require adequate reasoning convincing them to

use feedback from suchmodels. In order to be truly considered, predictivemodels should

be accompanied with interpretability mechanisms which are (1) able to explain evidence

in patient’s EHR timeline, (2) applicable with respect to the targeted use case, and (3)

comprehensible to the potential user (healthcare provider) from a domain perspective.

Thus, there is an important need for incorporating accurate interpretation mechanisms

into prediction models in healthcare, to provide explanations about why it is making a

certain prediction or giving a recommendation.
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1.2.2. Data Heterogeneity in Temporal EHR

Electronic health records capture rich heterogeneous data about patients’ history, in-

cluding demographics, vital signs, diagnosis, medications, procedures, immunizations,

laboratory and radiology test results, and treatment plans. Every time a patient visits

a hospital or healthcare facility, this information is recorded. As a result, multivariate

learning on EHR data presents a challenging task due to the high degree of dimension-

ality of the data, which is collected from multiple sources. For example, a standard

coding system of diagnosis, the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10-CM),

contains 68,000 codes, and a standard coding system of procedures (ICD-10-PCS) con-

tains 87,000 codes [22]. Efficient predictive models need to incorporate appropriate

mechanisms capable of identifying which modalities are most important in an individ-

ual patient for a particular outcome at a specific time. Assigning the appropriate weight

for each element in the data modalities has a significant role in boosting the performance

of the predictive models. Therefore, developing predictive models which integrate data

from all available EHR sources and focus on learning rich representations of the patients

to predict specific clinical outcomes remains a challenging research problem.

1.2.3. Data Irregularity in Temporal EHR

In a typical multivariate time-series classification problem, an object is described

by multiple time series of similar length that are measured at the same time point and

at equal time intervals (multivariate time series). However, this simplified assumption

does not always hold in the healthcare domain. Electronic health records include clinical

events which are not evenly distributed over time and data are collected in an irregular
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sampling rate. This poses a challenge for conventional machine learning algorithms,

which often fail to capture the complex temporal dependencies in the EHR data and

lead to the loss of potentially valuable sequential information. Although RNNs have

achieved cutting edge performances in many prediction tasks in healthcare, like most

other sequencemodels, they do not account for the time span between events in a patient’s

EHR. Thus, they mainly capture sequential signals rather than temporal patterns, which

hinders their ability to fully leverage the complex dependencies across multiple time

series in EHRs. These challenges demand for accurate temporal modeling methods

which can account for temporal dependencies in the EHR multivariate time series data

while training the predictive models. Therefore, how to better consider the temporal

dimension of the clinical EHR data remains an important research question.

1.3. Research Objectives

In this thesis, we aim to utilize state of the art deep learning techniques and modern

machine learning methods to develop efficient and interpretable predictive models. In

addition, we demonstrate how longitudinal clinical data contained in electronic health

records can be harnessed for providing patient-specific predictions and interpretations

for multiple clinical prediction tasks. These tasks include preterm birth prediction,

school-age asthma prediction, and predicting the set of diagnosis codes in the next visit.

1.4. Thesis Contributions

This thesis contributions are described from a machine learning and clinical infor-

matics perspectives in the following subsections. Figure 1.1 provides an overview of

the thesis contributions, presented in Chapter 3, Chapter 4, and Chapter 5.
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1.4.1. Contributions in Machine Learning

The machine learning contributions of the thesis are:

• We introduce a code-level attention-based recurrent neural network (RNN)model,

which models variables (medical codes) stored in EHRs to accurately predict and

interpret the risk of clinical outcomes. The proposed model is a simplified version

of the RETAIN (Reversed Time Attention Model) architecture [23]. Our method

employs RNNs to model the longitudinal patient’s EHR visits and exploits a sin-

gle code-level attention mechanism to improve the predictive performance, while

providing temporal code-level and visit-level explanations for the predicted out-

comes. Experimental evaluation demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed

approach which outperformed the original RETAIN model.

• We develop an interpretation method based on the contextual decomposition of

bidirectional long short-term memory networks (BiLSTMs), without any changes

to the underlyingmodel, to identify the contributions of individualmedical visits as

well as combinations of visits to the predicted clinical outcome. This development

beyond individual visit importance is key for understanding a model as complex

and highly non-linear as BiLSTM.

• We describe a new technique for modelling the non-stationary temporal relation-

ships in EHRs, for prediction tasks. Our approach is based on extending the

self-attention mechanism to handle the irregular time intervals between consec-

utive visits in a patient’s EHR. This work demonstrates the feasibility of jointly

learning the temporal non-stationary structure of EHR while performing super-

vised prediction tasks on EHR data.
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• We demonstrate that integrating attention mechanisms into standard RNN mod-

els can improve the models prediction performance, mitigate the interpretability

problems, and enhance the modelling of temporal trajectories of EHR time-series

data.

1.4.2. Contributions in Clinical Informatics

The clinical informatics contributions of the thesis can be summarized as follows:

• We introduce the PredictPTB model to predict the risk of preterm birth at 1,3,6,

and 9 months prior to its occurrence, using a real EHR dataset of more than

222,000 pregnancies. The model is complimented by an attention-based interpre-

tation mechanism, providing interpretation at code-level and visit-level. The data

modalities include diagnoses, medications, procedures, and lab orders.

• We present a BiLSTM-based model to predict school-age asthma for pre-school

children with respiratory system-related complications, without interacting with

the patients or collecting information beyond patients’ EHRs. The predictive

model incorporates a contextual decomposition-based interpretationmethod, which

provides explanations of the predicted outcome via importance scores of individ-

ual visits as well as combinations of visits. This method is evaluated on a real EHR

dataset of more than 11,000 children with respiratory system-related symptoms.

• We propose a model to predict the next visit information. Specifically, given

the historical visit records of a patient, the model predicts the set of diagnosis

codes present in the patient’s next visit. The model takes into consideration the

temporal dimension of the data, which increases its accuracy in predicting the
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next diagnosis codes, compared to other non-temporal models. We demonstrate

the advantages of this method on the task of predicting the next diagnosis code,

using a real EHR dataset of 11451 patients.

Figure 1.1. Overview of the research conducted in this thesis.

1.5. Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents background and related work

covering main relevant areas and introduce some basic terminologies used in this thesis.

Chapter 3 introduces our code-level attention-based recurrent neural network predictive

model. Chapter 4 presents a new interpretation method based on contextual decom-

position of bidirectional long short-term memory networks (BiLSTMs) to characterize

the contributions of individual medical visits as well as combinations of visits to the

predicted clinical outcomes. Chapter 5 describes a method for modeling the tempo-

ral trajectories of EHRs using self-attention and non-stationary kernel approximation.

Chapter 6 discusses the main findings of the work proposed in this thesis. Chapter 7
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highlights a summary of this dissertation as well as discusses directions for future work.

1.6. Publications Resulting from Thesis

In the process of completing this work, the following publications have been sub-

mitted or published:

• AlSaad, R., Malluhi, Q., Boughorbel, S. PredictPTB: an interpretable preterm

birth prediction model using attention-based recurrent neural networks. BioData

Mining 15, 6 (2022). [24]

• AlSaad, R., Malluhi, Q., Janahi, I., Boughorbel, S. Interpreting patient-Specific

risk prediction using contextual decomposition of BiLSTMs: application to chil-

dren with asthma. BMC Med Inform Decis Mak 19, 214 (2019). [25]

• AlSaad, R., Malluhi, Q., Janahi, I., Boughorbel, S. Predicting Emergency De-

partment Utilization Among Children with Asthma Using Deep Learning Models

(submitted).
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The thesis explores the application of deep learning-based algorithms for predictive

modeling of clinical outcomes using temporal EHR data. To recognize the challenges

associated with the use of EHR data for predictive modeling in healthcare and the

importance of deep learning techniques in addressing these challenges, we present

background and related work covering main relevant areas and introduce some basic

terminologies used in this thesis.

2.1. Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare

Over the past decade, artificial intelligence (AI), including machine learning (ML)

and more specifically deep learning (DL), has accomplished significant developments

in the analysis of healthcare data [26], [27]. Artificial intelligence is an umbrella term

that was first proposed in the 1950s. Essentially, it refers to a broad field within com-

puter science dealing with problems related to machines that mimic human intelligence

through sensing, reasoning, acting, and adapting [28]. Machine learning is a subset

of AI at the intersection of statistics and data mining, which uses probability to make

decisions or predictions about data with a reasonable degree of certainty [29]. Deep

learning is a class of machine learning which extends the machine learning capabilities

across multilayered neural networks where the level of abstraction increases gradually

by non-linear transformations of massive amounts of input data [27].

Traditional ML techniques (e.g., logistic regression, random forest, support vector

machines, and decision trees) may be used for problems which include hundreds or thou-

sands of variables. However, extensive manual pre-processing effort is often essential

to prepare the input data for the model, requiring human intervention of domain experts
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to determine the hierarchy of features to recognize the differences between data inputs.

Therefore, these techniques can be insufficiently powerful for healthcare risk prediction

tasks, which usually involves large amounts of data and complex non-linear relation-

ships. In contrast, deep learning models are fundamentally leveraged for more complex

use cases in healthcare which require processing of huge volumes of clinical, genomic,

and imaging data, such as imaging analytics and diagnostics [30]–[33], drug discovery

[34], electroencephalograms (EEGs) and electrocardiograms (ECGs) [35], [36], clinical

natural language processing [37], [38], precision medicine [39], and clinical decision

support and predictive analytics [2], [8], [23], [25], [40]–[44].

In light of the above advantages for using deep learning models for healthcare

applications, deep learning techniques hold a great potential for research in artificial

intelligence for disease risk prediction and clinical decision support using electronic

health records (EHRs). However, currently, many deep learning tools still struggle with

the task of recognizing significant clinical features, learning meaningful correlations

between them, and translating those relationships into actionable information which can

assist healthcare providers in making informed decisions [27].

2.2. Challenges in Secondary Usage of Electronic Health Record Data

The large-scale adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) generates abundant

amount of clinical data world wide and its volume is undergoing a rapid growth. An

electronic health record (EHR) is a clinical data repository which stores patient-level

clinical and administrative data in a structured format (e.g. diagnoses, medications,

laboratory results, and vital signs) as well unstructured formats (e.g. imaging data,

clinical notes, radiology reports, and discharge summary) [45].
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Data contained in EHR is vital for many purposes related to patient care. The

primary use of the health records is linked directly with providing individual patient’s

care services. The secondary use concerns the reuse of clinical data for a different

purpose than the one for which it was originally collected, such as clinical and transla-

tional research, public health monitoring, automated disease surveillance, health system

planning, education, regulation, and quality control [46]–[48].

Existing literature addressing the secondary use of EHR data is large and expanding

rapidly [49], [50]. Using EHR data for secondary usages involves several major diffi-

culties [46], [47]. First, data inconsistency may arise given that the data is collected

by numerous individuals, using different technologies, and at different locations. A

large number of individuals are involved in entering, reviewing, and maintaining the

data. Consequently, the data includes different definitions, standards, terminologies,

and units. Inconsistent data may lead to complicated and inaccurate data analysis and

incorrect results. Second, since EHR data are not collected specifically for research pur-

poses, they are subject to substantial data incompleteness. Therefore, the availability

of an electronic record for a given patient does not necessarily imply that the record

captures adequate information for a given research task. Data incompleteness can occur

for several reasons. For example, because a patient sought care outside of the EHR’s

health care system, did not seek treatment for the illness, or the healthcare provider did

not enter the information [51]. As a result, EHR data includes considerable missing

data, which if not addressed properly, could impact the reasonableness of the derived

conclusions and result in significant bias [52]. Third, the security and privacy issues

in healthcare data have long been debated in the context of healthcare technologies,

including electronic databases [53], [54]. These issues are primarily linked with the
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exchange and sharing of EHR data, which was originally collected for the purpose of

patient individual care, among different stakeholders and interconnected networks. The

work in [55] provides a comprehensive review of all the relevant concerns and chal-

lenges associated with privacy and security features of EHR. Several security features

were initiated by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability (HIPAA) Act [56].

HIPAA compliance is the process that healthcare providers follow to protect and secure

protected health information (PHI) [57]. In addition, several privacy-preserving tech-

niques have been proposed for EHRs [58]–[61]. However, such techniques may have an

impact on the utility (e.g. predictive power) of EHR data.

These difficulties associated with secondary use of EHR data continue to be the

subject of research, and developing solutions is becoming increasingly interdisciplinary

[62]–[64].

2.3. Deep Learning for Electronic Health Record

Despite the massive growth in size and diversity of clinical data from EHRs, a recent

systematic review of the medical literature [65] found that risk prediction techniques

built with EHR data utilize a very limited number of variables (median of 27 variables)

and rely on simple and traditional machine learning and statistical techniques such as

logistic regression, random forest, and support vector machines (SVM) [66]. While

the simplicity and interpretability of such statistical models are desirable for medical

applications, their limitations in dealing with high-dimensional data, limited scalability

and generalizability, and dependence on manual feature engineering hinder their use

for comprehensive analyses of rich EHR data to discover hidden patterns that might

characterize a medical condition or a disease progression [67].
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In view of the limitations of traditional machine learning approaches in dealing

with the challenging characteristics of EHR data, recently, deep learning models are

becoming increasingly important in effectively discovering and taking into consideration

the complex nonlinear interactions among the high-dimensional, temporal, and multi-

modal variables stored in EHRs, for a wide spectrum of clinical informatics tasks [2],

[8], [23], [43], [44], [68], [69]. Deep learning techniques can address several technical

challenges present in EHR data, including data heterogeneity, irregularity, and sparsity,

among others [67]. Deep learning algorithms identify optimal features from the data

itself, without the need for human involvement, allowing for the automatic learning of

hidden non-linear data correlations that might otherwise be missed or unused [70], [71].

Several deep learning-based methods have been proposed for modeling the predictive

patterns in longitudinal EHR data such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [72],

[73], long short-term memory (LSTM)[74], [75], and gated recurrent unit (GRU) [76].

Such developments in deep learning techniques have been employed in several clinical

informatics research problems to address many EHR challenges and unlock the rich

information in the EHR [77]–[79].

2.4. Interpretability of Deep Learning Prediction Models in Healthcare

In the medical context, interpretability of deep learning models is essential to allow

healthcare experts to make informed, reasonable, and data-driven decisions. Therefore,

the difficulty of explaining the deep learning models is currently among the major bar-

riers in the adaptation of such powerful algorithms within the healthcare systems [80].

Although deep learning models offer superior predictive performance, they compro-

mise model explainability and transparency, which is rarely accepted in the healthcare
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practice [81]. This is specifically important in the medical settings where physicians

are expected to justify their decisions with causal relationships, in accordance with the

domain knowledge. Therefore, there is an important need for a human understandable,

interpretable, and robust explanations of the resulting outcomes of DL models [82],

[83].

The interest in interpretability of deep learning models resulted in several methods

[84]–[88] for interpreting results of DL algorithms, sharing a common objective of

understanding why a network makes a prediction. Among these methods are Local

InterpretableModel-agnostic Explanations (LIME) [89], ShapleyAdditive Explanations

(SHAP) [90], and attention mechanism [91]. These three methodologies share the idea

of providing interpretability in the form of feature importance. With LIME and SHAP,

feature importance is measured via simulations that modify the data after model training

is completed. In contrast, in attention mechanisms, feature importance is computed

during the model training, thus improving not only the interpretability of the model but

also the performance of the model, by paying more attention to important features.

While none of these interpretability techniques are perfect, they can be used to

interpret the results of simple and complex machine learning models [92]. Specifically,

we describe here the ShapleyAdditive explanations (SHAP) technique [90]. The concept

of the SHAP method is inspired by the game-theory and is based on computing the

contribution score for each feature for individual predictions. A prediction can be

explained by assuming that each feature value of the instance is a “player” in a game

and the contribution of each player is computed by including and excluding the player

from all subsets of the rest of the players. In SHAP, the authors first describe the class of

additive feature attribution methods, which unifies six current methods, including LIME
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[89], Layer-Wise Relevance Propagation [93] andDeepLIFT [94], which all use the same

explanation model. Then, they suggest SHAP values as a unified measure of feature

importance that maintains three necessary properties: local accuracy, missingness, and

consistency. Finally, they describe several differentmethods for estimating SHAPvalues,

as well as experiments demonstrating not only the improved performance of these values

in terms of distinguishing between different output classes, but also in terms of better

aligning with human intuition, when compared to many other existing interpretability

techniques.

Attention mechanism has shown to be a promising approach for interpreting DL

models [82] and several attention mechanisms have been proposed to address the inter-

pretability of DL models [23], [95]–[98].

2.5. Attention Mechanism

Recently, the attention mechanism has gained popularity in training neural networks

[99], [100]. Motivated by the visual attention mechanism in humans, the attention

component provides a neural network with the capacity to flexibly focus on a subset of its

input (or features) to extract fine-grained informative representations, and thus facilitate

global learning [101], [102]. Neural attention networks have also been effectively

utilized in several natural language processing (NLP) tasks, such as text summarization

[103], [104], machine translation [99], [105], and document classification [106], [107],

where attention has been used as a textual level mechanism for modeling interactions

within different parts of the text.

From a technical perspective, the concept of "attention" refers to the idea of infor-

mation selection by weighting. Although attention mechanisms are always customized
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for certain types of input data and the corresponding tasks, instead of having standard

formulations, they share the same design principles [91]. These principles include (1)

extracting the latent representations of the input data via deep neural networks, (2) cal-

culate attention signals based on the latent representations, and then (3) assign attention

signals to generate the weighted latent representations of input data.

Moreover, attention explanations are recently leveraged to open a new window for

interpreting deep learning models in healthcare, by providing patient-specific attention

weights on features to explain the predicted results [23], [98], [108], [109]. For example,

in [108], the authors proposed theGRaph-basedAttentionModel (GRAM) for healthcare

representation learning, which utilizes the attention mechanism to infuse information

from medical ontologies into deep learning models and explains the attention behavior

during prediction by displaying the attention weights of each node in the knowledge

graph.

2.5.1. Self-attention Mechanism

Attention and self-attention fundamentally share the same concept and many com-

mon mathematical operations. Self-attention is an attention mechanism which relates

every position in a sequence to every other position in the sequence, including itself,

and reweighs the position embeddings of each position to include contextual relevance.

[110]. Self-attention is computed using dot-product attention [91] over a query vector

Q, a key vectorK, and a value (representations) of events in a sequence vector V ,

defined as:

Att(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
d

)V (2.1)
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Self-attention depends on the positional encoding to identify and capture the order

of the sequence, where the vector representation for each position is combined (added

or concatenated) with the corresponding event embeddings, thus, providing the order

context to the non-recurrent architecture of the self-attention mechanism [91]. It ac-

complishes this through a series of key, query, and value weight matrices via three steps:

1) dot product similarity of query-key pairs to find alignment scores, 2) normalization

of the scores to get the weights, and 3) reweighing of the original embeddings using the

weights for combining event values.

2.6. Electronic Health Record (EHR)

2.6.1. EHR Datasets

Large, accurate, and comprehensive datasets are necessary for deep learning re-

search. Many EHR-based predictive modeling efforts have used EHR data from single

healthcare facility to demonstrate the potential for using EHR-based predictive model-

ing. For example, the MIMIC-IV (Medical InformationMart for Intensive Care, version

IV) dataset [111], is a publicly available single-center critical care database capturing

information about patients admitted to ICUs of one hospital. TheMIMIC-IV dataset has

been used to predict several outcomes related to patients admitted to ICUs [112]–[115].

The Vanderbilt Synthetic Derivative (SD) [50] is another single-center EHR repository,

which has been used to study several conditions [116], [117]. However, data from these

single-center projects tend to have major limitations such limited number of patients and

a potential deficiency of geographic and demographic diversity. A natural solution to

these limitations is to integrate EHR data frommultiple healthcare facilities with diverse

demographics and multiple regions. The Cerner Health Facts Database (currently re-
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ferred to as the Cerner Real World Data) maintains a large volume of multi-center EHR

clinical data [118]. Health Facts data is de-identified and is HIPAA-compliant to protect

the identity/privacy of patients as well as organizations. Health Facts was the main

data resource in this thesis, offering a large, accurate, and comprehensive multi-center

EHR data resource for training our deep learning models. It stores clinical records

with time-stamped and sequenced information on diagnosis, prescriptions, lab orders,

surgeries, among others.

2.6.2. EHR Representation

A patient’s EHR usually consists of a sequence of visits (encounters) a patient has

made to healthcare facilities, and each visit captures the list ofmedical codes documented

by the healthcare practitioners (e.g. diagnoses, medications, lab orders, and procedures).

The temporal models developed in this thesis require patient-level time-ordered data that

has been collected over time. Therefore, we chose to present our EHR dataset in the

form of list of lists of lists. The outermost list corresponds to patients, the intermediate

list corresponds to the time-ordered visit sequence each patient made, and the innermost

list corresponds to the medical codes that were documented within each visit.

In this thesis, we will use the following notation for representing our EHR dataset.

Let P = {p1, . . . . . . pn} be a dataset of n patients. Each patient pj EHR is comprised of

a sequence of Tj patient visits, pj = {x1, x2, . . . , xTj
}, ordered by visit date t ∈ {1, Tj},

where the last time point Tj denotes the time on which the predicted clinical outcome

for patient pj has occurred. We express medical events in EHR as medical codes (e.g.

diagnoses, medications, procedures, and lab orders), denoted as {c1, c2, . . . , c|C|} ∈ C,

whereC represents the entire set of uniquemedical codes. Each visit xi can be expressed
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as a binary vectorxi ∈ {0, 1}|C|, where the k-th element is set to 1 if the i-th visit contains

the medical code ck, otherwise it is set to 0.

2.6.3. Clinical Coding in EHR

Clinical coding is the process of translating the terminology used in healthcare into

a coded form. It includes standardization of the terms (e.g. diagnoses, procedures, and

medications) and the placing of the codes in a structured hierarchy, using a classification

system [119]. These codes are used by healthcare providers, software developers,

and researchers for a multitude of purposes in clinical care, clinical research, public

health, and medical informatics [120]. Several different medical classification systems

exist, which can be broadly classified into two main groups: statistical classifications

and nomenclatures [121]. A statistical classification groups together similar clinical

concepts and classify them into categories. The number of categories is limited so that

the classification does not become too big. In contrast, nomenclature assigns a separate

listing and code for every clinical concept. This results in a very large number of

codes, making nomenclatures impractical for compiling medical data analysis [122]. In

this thesis, we use statistical classification system, presented by several types of coding

systems specific to health care data. For example, diagnostic codes are used to describe

diseases, disorders, symptoms, morbidity, and mortality. We use the International

Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (known as ICD) for

diagnosis codes, specifically, the ICD-9-CMand ICD-10-CMsystems. Procedural codes

are numbers or alphanumeric codes used to identify specific health interventions taken

by medical professionals. For procedure codes, we use two coding systems: the Current

Procedural Terminology (CPT) and ICD-10-PCS (Procedure Classification System).
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Pharmaceutical codes are used to identify medications. We use the National Drug Code

(NDC) system, which is a unique 10-digit or 11-digit, 3-segment number, used as a

universal product identifier for human drugs.
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CHAPTER 3: INTERPRETABLE CODE-LEVEL ATTENTION-BASED

RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS

3.1. Overview

In this chapter, we introduce a clinical code-level attention-based recurrent neural

networks (RNNs) prediction model, which combines variables (medical codes) readily

accessible through electronic health record to accurately predict the patient’s risk for

certain diseases. The architecture of our model is based on the previously published

RETAIN (REverse Time AttentIoN) model [23], a two-level (visit-level and code-level)

neural attention model to predict the risk of heart failure. However, our model exploits

a single code-level attention mechanism to improve the predictive performance, while

providing temporal code-level and visit-level explanations for the prediction results. We

evaluated the performance of our model on the task of predicting preterm birth at 1,3,6,

and 9 months prior to delivery, using routinely collected EHR data. We compared the

performance of different combinations of prediction time-points, data modalities, and

data windows. Our proposed model was able to predict preterm birth with an ROC-

AUC of 0.82, 0.79, 0.78, and PR-AUC of 0.40, 0.31, 0.24, at 1, 3, and 6 months prior to

delivery, respectively. As for data modalities, results demonstrated that combining all

modalities together (diagnosis, medications, procedures, and lab orders) improved the

PR-AUC by 10% compared to using the diagnosis modality alone. We also present a

case-study of our model’s interpretability at visit-level and code-level, which illustrates

how clinicians can gain some transparency into the predictions.
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3.2. Introduction

Attention mechanisms have been recently advocated to improve the accuracy as

well as the interpretability of deep learning models. It was first introduced to improve

the performance of the encoder-decoder RNN on machine translation [99]. Recently,

attention mechanisms have accomplished considerable success in many prediction tasks

in healthcare [23], [98], [108], [109]. Among these efforts, Choi et al. [23] proposed a

model known as RETAIN, which uses a two-level neural attention model to predict heart

failure using patient’s temporal EHR data. The predictive performance or RETAIN is

comparable to recurrent neural networks (RNNs), while providing explanations for the

visit-level and code-level contributions to the final prediction results.

In parallel, the expeditious growth in size and diversity of clinical data fromelectronic

health records (EHR) has attracted the utilization of this data to predict a wide spectrum

of clinical outcomes. However, EHR resources have been largely unexploited in the

study of pregnancy. In contrast to other clinical contexts, the clinical surveillance of

pregnancy data and its outcomes take place in a well-defined time frame, based on

gestational length. Hence, EHRs seem to be very appropriate for modeling pregnancy

complications, including preterm birth. To this end, predictive modeling using attention

mechanisms with EHR data is anticipated to provide accurate individualized predictions

for expecting mothers threatened with preterm birth.

Preterm birth (PTB) is defined as a delivery that occurs before the start of the 37th

week of pregnancy, as opposed to full-term birth which occurs anytime from 37 to 42

weeks of gestation [123]. Worldwide, more than 15 million babies, or about 10− 15%

of all alive births, are born preterm every year [124], [125]. PTB accounts for over one
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third of infant mortality, and babies born preterm are at increased risk of significant long-

term morbidity and disability, such as cerebral palsy, neurological disorders, behavioral

problems, developmental delays, and mental health conditions [126]–[130]. Therefore,

identifying pregnancies at risk for PTB and accordingly providing adequate interventions

can improve both short- and long-term outcomes for babies born preterm.

Majority of existing work on PTB prediction aims to identify risk factors of PTB

through a hypothesis-testing methodology, under highly-controlled settings. A number

of risk factors have been reported to increase the risk of PTB such as: previous preterm

labor, multiple gestation (being pregnant with more than one baby), diabetes, complica-

tions with the cervix, uterus, or placenta, tobacco smoking, and infections [131]–[133].

However, women who have preterm delivery often have no known risk factors [134].

In addition, some of the predictors (such as prior PTB) does not apply for first-time

mothers. As a result, machine learning is of great interest to better predict PTB and

several studies have attempted to predict PTB using machine learning techniques on a

set of pre-defined clinical risk factors [135]–[142], or leveraging diverse variables from

electronic health record (EHR) data [143]. More recently, few studies have used deep

learning techniques to predict PTB using ultrasound and MRI figures [144], [145], and

high-dimensional EHR data [146], [147], with promising results.

However, most of these studies reports poor to moderate predictive performance

ranging from 59% to 75% ROC-AUC, ignores the sequential or temporal trajectory

of events recorded in EHR, mostly used few human-derived features disregarding the

huge amount of information embedded in each patient’s record, and rarely evaluated the

model’s performance across multiple time points throughout the pregnancy timeline.

To date, we lack effective predictive models for PTB, with two important challenges
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identified for deriving a PTB prediction model: (1) designing an accurate and scalable

predictive model to handle the sequential high-dimensional EHR data, and being able

to automatically select potential predictors from hundreds (if not thousands) of vari-

ables, and (2) complimenting these prediction models with reasonable interpretation

mechanisms.

In this chapter, we propose the PredictPTB model, an interpretable code-level

attention-based recurrent neural network model to predict the risk of preterm deliv-

ery using multiple sources of temporal data from EHRs. We use a large dataset of

222,436 deliveries, comprising a total of 27,100 unique clinical concepts, to demon-

strate the predictive performance of the proposed model on the preterm birth prediction

task compared to the original RETAIN model. We conduct a quantitative analysis to

assess the effectiveness of the PredictPTB model among several prediction points, data

windows, and data modalities. Finally, we qualitatively examine the interpretability of

the PredictPTBmodel by visualizing the learned attention-based weights and against the

attention-based scores learned by the RETAIN model. The contributions of this work

can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a simplified version of the RETAIN architecture, where we employ

RNNs to model the sequential patient’s EHR visits, and exploit a single code-

level attention mechanism to improve the predictive performance while providing

temporal code-level explanations for the prediction results.

• We compare the performance of our model across different combinations of data

modalities, prediction points, and data windows to find an optimal combination

for preterm birth prediction. We further compare these combinations of our model
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to other baseline models.

• We present a case-study of our model interpretability at visit-level and code-level,

which illustrates how clinicians can gain some transparency into the predictions.

3.3. Methods

3.3.1. Problem Formulation

LetP = {p1, . . . . . . pn} be a dataset of n patients. Each patient pj EHR is comprised

of a sequence of Tj patient visits, pj = {x1, x2, . . . , xTj
}, ordered by visit date t ∈

{1, Tj}, where the last time point Tj denotes the time on which the delivery for patient

pj has occurred. We express medical events in EHR as medical codes (e.g. diagnoses,

medications, procedures, and lab orders), denoted as {c1, c2, . . . , c|C|} ∈ C, where

C represents the entire set of unique medical codes. Each visit xi can be expressed

as a binary vector xi ∈ {0, 1}|C|, where the k-th element is set to 1 if the i-th visit

contains the medical code ck, otherwise it is set to 0. Let m = {m1, . . . ,mp} be the

set of prediction time points.Given the EHR history pj = {x1, x2, . . . , xT−m} of each

jth patient up to time point T − m, our task is to predict the risk of a PTB at time

point T , denoted as ŷjT ∈ {0, 1}, and accurately interpret why a patient is predicted as

PTB, using the patient’s temporal EHR history. To address this problem, we introduce

a code-level attention-based RNNs to provide an interpretable clinical risk prediction

model for preterm birth.
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3.3.2. Preliminaries on Attention Mechanism

Attention mechanism has been an important component in RNNs to capture long-

term dependencies. It computes the dynamic weights representing the relative impor-

tance of the inputs in a sequence for a particular output. Figure 3.1(a) illustrates the

architecture of a standard attentionmodel, inwhich the attentionmechanism summarizes

the source sequence information in the encoder RNN hidden states (i.e., hi), computes

the dynamic attention scores for each visit vi as αi, and then multiplies the weights αi

with the input sequence vi to weight the sequence. A single context vector ci for a patient

up to the i-th visit can then be calculated using the sum of the weighted vectors as:

ci =
i∑

j=1

αj ⊙ vj (3.1)

3.3.3. Reversed Time Attention Model (RETAIN)

The RETAIN model was first introduced in [23] for the prediction of heart failure

using patient’s longitudinal EHR data. Given patient records, RETAIN can make

accurate predictions, comparable to RNNs, while explaining how each medical code at

each visit contributes positively or negatively to the final prediction score. RETAIN is

based on a double-attention mechanism, which integrates two single-attention models

(the visit-level attention RNNα and the code-level attention RNNβ) to generate the

patient representation, as illustrated in Figure 3.1(b). Using the computed attention

weights at visit-level α and code-level β, the context vector ci for a patient up to the i-th

visit is calculated as:

ci =
i∑

j=1

αjβj ⊙ vj (3.2)
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3.3.4. Architecture of the PredictPTB Model

The RETAIN architecture seems to have a redundant attention branch for capturing

visit-level attentions, which are inherently available in the code-level attentions. There-

fore, to construct a more precise contextual representation of each patient, we introduce

the PredictPTB model. Our model simplifies the RETAIN architecture into a single

code-level attention layer RNNβ . This approach reduces the complexity of the RETAIN

architecture while improving the accuracy of the predictions due to 1) directly promot-

ing the code-level information in each step of the model, 2) paying more attention to

representative and discriminative features than other features, and 3) limiting the number

of model parameters which reduces the risk of over-fitting and possible gradient flow.

We use bidirectional RNN, specifically BiLSTM, which enables both future and past

information to be accessible by the current state, providing more information about the

input. This mimics the practice of a clinician examining a patient’s EHR both forward

and backward, trying to identify a set of weights representing the relative importance of

patient’s individual visits or codes within those visits.

The predictions of our proposed PredictPTB model are made using the steps de-

scribed in Figure 3.2, as follows:

• Step 1: The model embeds a patient’s visit sequence vi as:

vi = σ(Wembxi + bx) (3.3)

where vi ∈ Rm is the embedding of xi ∈ RC , Wemb ∈ Rm×C is the embedding

matrix, m is the embedding size across C medical variables , σ is a non-linear
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activation function such as rectified linear unit (ReLU) or sigmoid, and bx is the

bias.

• Step 2: The embeddings are fed as inputs to a recurrent neural network RNNβ ,

which computes the attention-based contribution scores of individual medical

variables and generate code-level attention weights βi. Note that, in contrast to

the RETAIN architecture, we eliminate the RNNα layer and use a single attention

layer RNNβ to generate the weights, as follows:

hi, hi−1, . . . , h1 = RNNβ(vi, vi−1, . . . , v1)

βj = tanh(Wβhj + bβ) for j = 1, . . . , i.

(3.4)

where hi ∈ Rq is the hidden layer of RNNβ at time step i, q is the hidden size

of RNNβ , βj is the attention weight for individual variables, Wβ ∈ Rm×q and

bβ ∈ Rm are parameters to learn.

• Step 3: The computed attention weights are used to generate the patient repre-

sentation context vector ci as:

ci =
i∑

j=1

βj ⊙ vj (3.5)

where ci ∈ Rm

• Step 4: The predictions of our model can then be computed by linearly transform-

ing the context vectors ci using:

ŷi = Softmax(Wci + b) (3.6)
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whereW ∈ Rm and b ∈ R are the parameters to learn.

Figure 3.1. (a) Standard attention model, (b) RETAIN model, (c) PredictPTB model.

Figure 3.2. An overview architecture of our code-level attention model (PredictPTB).

3.3.5. Model Interpretation

To interpret predictions made by our PredictPTBmodel, we follow the interpretation

approach described in [23]. Given a patient’s list of visits x1, . . . , xi, the probability of

the binary output vector yi ∈ {0, 1} can be predicted as follows:
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p(yi | x1, . . . , xi) = p(yi | ci) = Softmax(W (
i∑

j=1

βj ⊙ vj) + b) (3.7)

p(yi | x1, . . . , xi) = Softmax(W (
i∑

j=1

βj ⊙
C∑

k=1

xj,kWemb[:, k]) + b) (3.8)

= Softmax(
i∑

j=1

r∑
k=1

xj,kW (βj ⊙Wemb[:, k]) + b) (3.9)

where xj,k is the k-th element of the input visit xj . In order to compute the

contribution ω of the k-th code at each visit xj at time step j ≤ i for predicting yi,

we deconstruct Equation 3.9 into 3.10, where we exclude the index i of yi in the βj , as

follows:

ω(yi, xj,k) = W (βj ⊙Wemb[:, k])︸ ︷︷ ︸
Contribution coefficient

xj,k︸︷︷︸
Patient visit

(3.10)

In the real clinical practice, clinicians typically identify different weights on different

visits and medical codes, as part of the diagnosis process. In this sense, the above

contribution coefficient can be used to highlight important visits and medical codes.

3.3.6. Preterm birth: Data Modalities, Prediction Points, and Data Windows

Data Modalities

For each patient, we extracted data from multiple domains of sources in EHR

to enrich the patient representation with multiple data modalities. The modalities

include diagnosis, medications, procedures, and lab orders. The data of each modality
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was represented as a concept in a set of standardized terminologies, including ICD10

and ICD9 for diagnosis, NDC and brand names for medications, CPT and ICD9 for

procedures, and LOINC for lab orders. The numbers of unique medical concepts

representing diagnosis, medications, procedures, and lab orders were 14795, 1332,

7640, and 3333, respectively.

Prediction Points

To further elaborate on the advantages of using the PredictPTB model, we design

experiments to quantify the performance across different prediction time points during

the pregnancy timeline. Using the delivery event as the reference point, we selected the

following time points: 1, 3, 6, 9 months, before the delivery event. We refer to these

prediction points as P1, P2, P3, and P4, as shown in Figure 3.3. For each prediction

point, the patient EHR history up to the prediction point is used for the prediction. For

example, if the prediction point is 3 months before delivery, only the EHR data up to

the prediction point is used by the model, and the data between the prediction point and

the delivery event is discarded. This presents real clinical scenario, where the physician

needs to predict the risk of preterm delivery at different time points of the pregnancy

timeline.

Data Windows

We used two setups for EHR data windows; long-term (full history) data window and

short-term (pregnancy history) data window. In the long-term window setup, all EHR

data of the patient up to the prediction point X is used to train the predictive models. In

the short-term window setup, only the EHR data between the start of the pregnancy up
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to the prediction point X is used, and previous history before pregnancy is discarded.

These two data windows will help us assess the influence of the events happening during

the pregnancy timeline on the predictive performance of the model, compared to the

influence of all events included in the patient EHR history before and after the start of

the pregnancy.

Figure 3.3. Prediction points used in the analysis

3.4. Experiments and Results

3.4.1. Dataset

To validate the predictive performance of the proposed model, we conducted ex-

periments on a clinical EHR dataset, obtained from Cerner Health Facts database, with

more than 222,000 deliveries in the United States between 2000-2017. We relied on the

ICD-9 diagnosis codes to identify preterm and full-term pregnancies due to the lack of

information about gestational age in the data. We leveraged the following ICD-9 codes

to identify full-term deliveries: 645.xx, 649.8, 650 and 652.5, and used the ICD-9 code

of 644.2x to identify preterm deliveries.

The medical record of each patient encompasses the following information: diag-

noses, medications, procedures, and lab orders. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 describe the statistics
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of the two cohort setups: long-term window and short-term window, respectively. Fur-

thermore, to ensure that the RNN model has sufficient number of visits to train on, only

patients who have at least two visits in their EHR were included.

Table 3.1. Cohort: Summary Statistics for Long-term Window Cohort

Cohort:
Full History

Total
#pregnancies Counts for each class Mean age Average

#visits

P1 (1 month) 222,436 Fullterm 204,700 28.03 12.19
Preterm 17,736 28.76 13.37

P2 (3 months) 202,930 Fullterm 187,073 27.81 10.96
Preterm 15,857 28.42 12.26

P3 (6 months) 177,253 Fullterm 163,641 27.45 10.1
Preterm 13,612 27.84 11.51

P4 (9 months) 150,904 Fullterm 138,468 26.91 9.92
Preterm 12,436 27.43 11.24

Table 3.2. Summary Statistics for Short-term Window Cohort

Cohort:
Pregnancy History

Total
#pregnancies Counts for each class Mean age Average

#visits

P1 (1 month) 168,932 Fullterm 155,647 28.15 6.96
Preterm 13,285 29.08 7.07

P2 (3 months) 133,704 Fullterm 123,968 28.04 5.16
Preterm 9,736 28.87 5.27

P3 (6 months) 77,779 Fullterm 73,477 27.95 3.33
Preterm 4,302 28.56 3.28

3.4.2. Implementation Details

Models were trained on a DGX-1 server equipped with 8 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU

accelerators. Models were trained for the task of predicting whether the expecting
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mother will deliver a full-term or a preterm baby. We implemented PredictPTB using

Tensorflow 2.0+ framework. For all models, patients were randomly split into training

(70%), validation (10%), and test (20%) sets. The same proportion of preterm and

full-term deliveries was maintained among the training, validation, and test sets. We

performed hyper-parameter tuning on the RETAIN model using grid search, and the

following parameters provided the best results: embedding size= 256, size of both RNN

hidden layers= 256, batch size= 32. The following parameter values were used for the

PredictPTB model: embedding size= 200, RNN hidden size= 200, batch size= 32. To

help conserve GPU RAM, we set the maximum number of visits for a patient to 200

visits. For patients with more than 200 visits, the most recent 200 visits will be used.

3.4.3. Evaluation Measures

The performance of themodels is reported on the test set, and the following evaluation

measures were used:

• ROC-AUC (Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve).The ROC-

AUC curve plots the sensitivity (true-positive rate) against 1 – specificity (false-

positive rate) for consecutive cut-offs for the predicted risk.

• PR-AUC (Area Under the Precision-Recall Curve). The PR-AUC curve is a plot

of the precision (y-axis) and the recall (x-axis) for for consecutive cut-offs for the

predicted risk.

– Precision is ametric that quantifies the number of correct positive predictions

made. It is calculated as the number of true positives divided by the total

number of true positives and false positives.
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Precision = True Positives / (True Positives + False Positives)

– Recall is a metric that quantifies the number of correct positive predictions

made out of all positive predictions that could have been made. It is cal-

culated as the number of true positives divided by the total number of true

positives and false negatives (e.g. it is the true positive rate).

Recall = True Positives / (True Positives + False Negatives)

The PR-AUC curves are well-suited for imbalanced settings, where the focus of

the PR curve on the minority class makes it an effective diagnostic for imbal-

anced binary classification models [148]. The ROC-AUC and PR-AUC plots are

summarized with an area under the curve score which is used to compare the

classification models.

• Sensitivity refers to a model’s ability to designate an individual with preterm

delivery as positive. A highly sensitive model means that there are few false

negative results, and thus fewer cases of preterm are missed.

• Specificity refers to the model’s ability to designate an individual who does not

have a preterm delivery as negative. A highly specific model means that there are

few false positive results.

3.4.4. Baselines

Our PredictPTB model was evaluated against two baselines: the Multi-Layer Per-

ceptron (MLP) and the RETAIN models. for the MLP model, we combine features

extracted from all the visits for a patient into a single feature vector. To do this, we

use the counts for each medical code in the patient’s list of visits. The resulting vector
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was used to train the MLP model which has a single hidden layer of size 256 between

the input and output, drop-out rate 0.6 on the output of the hidden layer, and 0.0001 L2

regularization coefficient for the hidden layer weight.

3.4.5. Results

We present the results of preterm birth prediction on the EHR dataset by both the

baselines and our PredictPTB model. All models were trained at four prediction time

points 1 month (P1), 3 months (P2), 6 months (P3), and 9 months (P4) before the

delivery, and on two data history setups: long-term and short-term windows.

Prediction Performance Across Prediction Time Points and Data Windows

The objective of this experiment is to compare how models trained using combined

data modalities perform in different scenarios, represented by four prediction time

points and two data history setups. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show that our PredictPTB model

consistently provided more accurate predictions, as compared to the RETAIN and MLP

models, for majority of the prediction points. Models achieved the best performance at

1 month before delivery, using the short-term window history, where our PredictPTB

model performed better than the baselines with an PR-AUC and ROC-AUC of 40.4%

and 82.2%, compared to 35.5% and 79.5%, 33.5% and 79.0% for RETAIN and MLP,

respectively. To further validate the improvement in the predictive performance of our

PredictPTB model over the RETAIN model, we conduct a statistical significance test by

comparing the difference between the areas under the ROC curve and the areas under

the Precision-recall curve for both models, across the four prediction points and two data

windows, using the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test, as shown in Table3.3. The results of
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this test confirm that the improvement is significant (with p-value < 0.05) among all the

prediction points and data windows, using all data modalities.

Table 3.3. Statistical significance test of the difference between the areas under ROC
and precision-recall curves for the PredictPTB and RETAIN models.

# Prediction Point Prediction Window Curve P-value

1 P1 long-term ROC-AUC 0.00295
2 P2 long-term ROC-AUC 0.00001
3 P3 long-term ROC-AUC 0.00032
4 P4 long-term ROC-AUC 0.00018
5 P1 short-term ROC-AUC 0.00018
6 P2 short-term ROC-AUC 0.00001
7 P3 short-term ROC-AUC 0.00013
8 P1 long-term PR-AUC 0.00010
9 P2 long-term PR-AUC 0.00004
10 P3 long-term PR-AUC 0.00001
11 P4 long-term PR-AUC 0.00021
12 P1 short-term PR-AUC 0.00151
13 P2 short-term PR-AUC 0.00001
14 P3 short-term PR-AUC 0.00003

In addition, results show that models improved in performance as the prediction

point gets closer to the delivery date. For example, using the long-term window setup,

our PredictPTBmodel was able to predict the risk of preterm birth at P1 (1 month before

delivery) with a PR-AUC and ROC-AUC of 34.7% and 78.8%, compared to 26.1% and

74.4% at P2 (3 months), 21.0% and 72.6% at P3 (6 months), and 17.3% and 65.2% at

P4 (9 months). The proposed PredictPTB uses a single attention mechanism to capture

both visit and code-level contribution. Therefore the model size is smaller compared to

RETAIN and less prune to over-fitting.

Moreover, our analysis confirmed that EHR features collected after the start of the

pregnancy can better identify preterm births, compared to combining features collected

before and after the start of the pregnancy. For example, using the short-term data
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window, PredictPTB achieved a PR-AUC of 40.4%, compared to 34.7% for long-term

window at P1. This finding confirms the general intuition that the short-term condition

of a patient is usually the most determinant of health outcome. Chronic conditions

might be captured in secondary diagnoses and hence likely to be available in the EHR

data for model training.

Finally, the three prediction models showed a better sensitivity and specificity with

short-term window setup, compared to long-term window setup, as shown in Figure 3.5.

Sensitivity and specificity of the three models using the short-term window range from

68% to 73%. This confirms that using the EHR features collected after the start of the

pregnancy can better designate a patient with a preterm delivery as positive, and thus

fewer cases of preterm delivery are missed.
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(a) ROC-AUC

(b) PR-AUC

Figure 3.4. Predictive performance of the implemented models across the four
prediction points using all data modalities for long-term and short-term data windows
(ROC-AUC and PR-AUC).
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(a) Sensitivity

(b) Specificity

Figure 3.5. Predictive performance of the implemented models across the four
prediction points using all data modalities for long-term and short-term data windows
(sensitivity and specificity).
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Prediction Performance Using Single Data Modality vs. Combined Data Modalities

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the prediction performance of models

trained on each individual data modality compared to models trained on all modalities

combined together. Results presented in Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 show that com-

bining all modalities together provides the best predictive performance, compared to

using individual modalities. As for individual data modalities, diagnosis data achieved

the highest performance across all prediction points and data windows. Diagnosis codes

represents the most condensed information about patient status and history. While the

main purpose of these codes are for billing purposes, it has been widely shown that

they are highly predictive of patient health outcome [8]. At P1, diagnosis data was

able to predict preterm delivery with PR-AUC and ROC-AUC of 36.7% and 80.1% for

short-term window, and 31.6% and 76.5% for long-term window. As for data modali-

ties, results demonstrated that combining all modalities together (diagnosis, medication,

procedures, and lab results) improved the PR-AUC by 10% compared to using the diag-

nosis modality alone. The performance of other modalities varied among different data

windows and prediction points. For example, procedures data was the least predictive

modality for long-term window across all prediction time points. The error bars in

Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 represent the standard deviation of the calculated metrics

at each prediction point. Overall, we note that the standard deviation for the combined

modalities, diagnosis, and lab orders are smaller than those of medications and pro-

cedures across most of the prediction points, data windows, and metrics. Modalities

with lower variability resulted in better prediction performance while modalities with

higher variability (indicated by long error bars) resulted in lower prediction performance
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due to less consistent data included in these modalities. For these results, we note that

observational modalities (diagnosis and lab orders) are more predictive than interven-

tion modalities (medication and procedure). Since interventions can be subjective to

doctor opinion and understanding of the patient history and condition, it might explain

the reason why it is less predictive than the observational data. Another explanation is

that the data frequency for interventional data in EHR is lower than observational data.

Hence model training is more reliable based on diagnosis and lab order modalities.

On the other hand, for short-term window, procedures modality performed better than

medications for the three prediction points P1, P2, and P3, and better than lab results for

for P1 and P3. This highlights that procedures performed after the start of the pregnancy

(short-term window), are better predictors for preterm birth, compared to medications

and lab results ordered during pregnancy.

Finally, Figures 3.7 and 3.9 show that predicting preterm birth using diagnosis

modality a lone was able to provide the best sensitivity and specificity results across all

prediction points and data windows, compared to other data modalities. This suggests

that a model trained using diagnosis data can better designate a patient with a preterm

delivery as positive, and thus fewer cases of preterm delivery are missed, compared

to using other data modalities. Moreover, Figure 3.9 shows that using medications

prescribed during the pregnancy timeline for predicting preterm birth, and ignoring

those prescribed before the start of the pregnancy, results in the lowest sensitivity and

lowest specificity. In the case of preterm prediction, a low specificity is undesirable

because the treatment of false positives can be dangerous for the patient and the baby,

depriving her of correct treatment, and can also be very costly.
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(a) ROC-AUC

(b) PR-AUC

Figure 3.6. Predictive performance of models trained on single modality and
integrated modalities of data, across the four prediction points using long-term data
window (ROC-AUC and PR-AUC).
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(a) Sensitivity

(b) Specificity

Figure 3.7. Predictive performance of models trained on single modality and combined
modalities of data, across the four prediction points using long-term data window
(sensitivity and specificity).
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(a) ROC-AUC

(b) PR-AUC

Figure 3.8. Predictive performance of models trained on single modality and
integrated modalities of data, across the three prediction points using short-term data
window (ROC-AUC and PR-AUC).
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(a) Sensitivity

(b) Specificity

Figure 3.9. Predictive performance of models trained on single modality and
integrated modalities of data, across the three prediction points using short-term data
window (sensitivity and specificity).
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3.4.6. Model Interpretation for Preterm Birth Prediction

We present a use case to demonstrate the ability of our PredictPTB model to explain

individual prediction results, at visit-level and code-level, for preterm birth prediction.

In addition, we compare the visit-level contributions generated by the PredictPTB and

RETAIN models. For PredictPTB, code-level contributions are computed as described

in Eq 3.10, and visit-level contributions are computed by aggregating the contributions

of individual codes included within a visit.

Code-level and Visit-level Interpretations

In Figure 3.10, we show an example for a patient from the test set, predicted as

preterm delivery using the PredictPTB model. The blue square (in Oct 2017) indicates

the delivery date. The attention weights show strong contribution of a previous visit,

about two years prior to delivery. Looking closer at the medical codes included in

this visit (Figure 3.11), we can see that a previous single live birth delivery at 30-34

weeks of gestation (preterm) occurred on that day, due to severe preeclampsia. These

findings are in line with published literature reporting that a history of prior preterm birth

and preeclampsia in a previous pregnancy are major risk factors for preterm delivery in

subsequent pregnancies [149], [150]. In addition, the codes included in this visit indicate

a long-term and current use of aspirin during the previous pregnancy, probably to prevent

preterm preeclampsia. This observation suggests that there might be potential long-term

effect of aspirin given to prevent preterm preeclampsia on subsequent pregnancies, but

further research is required to study this association. Moreover, the codes on this visit

report that this patient had a previous cesarean delivery, which might also increase the
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risk of preterm birth in later pregnancies [151], [152]. This patient is a great example

demonstrating the ability of the attention mechanism to go beyond recent events and

model long-range dependencies among medical events to the predicted outcome. In

addition, Figure 3.12 shows another example for a patient where PredictPTB captures

common risk factors and assigns a high importance score to the visit in which these

codes are documented. The highlighted visit has two important risk factors: infection

of urinary tract in pregnancy and pre-existing diabetes mellitus in pregnancy. Finally,

Figure 3.13 presents an example for a patient where PredictPTB was able to learn

rare complications as risk factors for preterm birth. This patient was diagnosed with

twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS), a rare disorder which affects 10 − 15% of

monochorionic, diamniotic twin pregnancies [153]. This observation is in line with

literature reporting that pregnancies with TTTS complication are at increased risk for

PTB [154].

Comparison of Visit-level Attributions of PredictPTB and RETAIN Models

Here, we show an example for a use-case, where PredictPTB was able to produce

more clinically-relevant explanations for preterm prediction than RETAIN, using data

available up to one month before the delivery event. In Figure 3.14, we can observe that

PredictPTB highlights a few visits, a month before the delivery, with high contributions

in February 2016, while RETAIN highlights some older visits with high contribution

between August 2013 and December 2014. The visits which were highlighted by the

PredictPTB model includes the following codes: F41.9: Anxiety disorder, J02.9: Acute

pharyngitis, J06.9: Acute upper respiratory infection, and 18481-2: Culture Throat

and Group A Beta Strep AG Rapid Screen Qualitative, while visits highlighted by the
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RETAIN model includes the these codes: Z32.01: Encounter for pregnancy test result

positive, Z30.9: Encounter for contraceptive management, and N76.0: Acute vaginitis.

For this patient, PredictPTB visit attributions seem to be more clinically-relevant than

RETAIN attributions, since having an acute upper respiratory infection such as acute

pharyngitis was found to be positively correlated with preterm birth [155], [156]. In

addition, anxiety has been reported in several studies as a risk factor for preterm birth

[157], [158]. The visits highlighted by the RETAIN model, are about three years prior

to the delivery, which makes them less relevant, especially not reporting potential risk

factors for preterm delivery, except for acute vaginitis, which might have only affected

the previous pregnancy and not the current one [159]. There is currently no literature

reporting that acute vaginitis in a pregnancy increases the risk of preterm birth in

subsequent pregnancies.

This use-case demonstrates the ability of the PredictPTB model to utilize the com-

puted contributions of individual medical codes to explain code-level and visit-level

contributions to the model’s prediction for a particular patient. In addition, PredictPTB

may be able to provide more precise interpretations than RETAIN for preterm birth

predictions. The use of a single attention layer for both code-level and visit-level at-

tributions seems to provide a more consistent interpretations compared to two separate

attention layers as in RETAIN.
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Figure 3.10. Temporal visualization of visit-level contributions over a patient’s EHR
timeline, using a PredictPTB model trained to predict preterm birth.

Figure 3.11. Interpretation of prediction results over a patient’s EHR timeline. The
code-level attribution in each visit is shown along the x-axis (i.e. time) with the y-axis
representing the magnitude of individual codes contributions to preterm birth in each
visit.
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Figure 3.12. Example for a patient where PredictPTB captures common risk factors
and assigns a high importance score to the visit in which these codes are documented.
The highlighted visit has two important risk factors: infection of urinary tract in
pregnancy and pre-existing diabetes mellitus in pregnancy.

Figure 3.13. Example for a patient where PredictPTB was able to learn rare
complications as risk factors for preterm birth. This patient was diagnosed with
twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS), a rare disorder which affects 10− 15% of
monochorionic, diamniotic twin pregnancies
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Figure 3.14. Comparison of visit-level attributions between PredictPTB and RETAIN
models.

3.5. Discussion

We introduced a code-level attention-based predictive model and demonstrated its

usability on the task of predicting the risk of preterm birth, up to 9 months earlier than

its occurrence, using data routinely collected in EHR. The core component of our model

is a code-level attention-based RNN, which can embed relevant contextual information

into each medical code to generate code-level attention weights.

Results showed that our PredictPTB model performed better than the RETAIN

model, across all prediction points, data windows, and data modalities. The PredictPTB

model achieved the best predictive performance at 30 days before delivery, with an

ROC-AUC of 82.2% and PR-AUC of 40.4%, when using combined data modalities and

pregnancy history setup. As for data modalities, results demonstrated that combining
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all modalities together (diagnosis, medication, procedures, and lab results) improved

the PR-AUC by 10% compared to using the diagnosis modality alone and improved the

ROC-AUC for about 4%. This suggests that combination of all data modalities have

the potential to quantify PTB risk better than using the diagnosis data alone, due to

enrichment of individual patient representation with multiple data sources. Moreover,

results showed that the use of models trained on data collected after the start of the

pregnancy improved the performance by up to 5% on ROC-AUC, compared to models

trained on the full patient EHR history, which includes both data before and after the

start of the pregnancy. This supports previous findings in [160]–[162], which indicates

that the most important risk factors are associated with events happening during the

pregnancy timeline.

The PredictPTBmodel has a number of architectural advantages over previous meth-

ods for modeling EHR data for prediction of clinical outcomes. Firstly, the attention-

based approachwe implemented ismore interpretable than other black-box deep learning

methods, which often lack the capability of identifying features driving predictions. This

property enables clinician to better understand risk factors associated with the predicted

clinical outcomes. Second, our flexible architecture enables capturing additional modal-

ities of EHR data (e.g. surgeries, clinical notes, etc.), by simply adding a fifth or sixth (or

more) list of concepts to our embedding layer. Third, PredictPTB is based on a relatively

simple architecture compared to previous methods such as RETAIN, and GRAM [108].

PredictPTB reduces the complexity of the RETAIN architecture while improving the

accuracy of the predictions. In addition, this simplified architecture reduces the risk of

over-fitting and possible gradient flow.

Compared to published work on preterm birth prediction, our approach has a number
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of advantages. First, to the best of our knowledge, this work is one of the first to consider

such a large number of patients (222,436 deliveries), collected from more than 300

healthcare centers in the U.S. This large dataset enabled our model to learn for diverse

patient conditions and be able to capture common as well as relatively uncommon

risk factors (examples are available in Appendix 6.2). Second, given the unbalanced

classification problem where preterm deliveries are much less than full-term deliveries,

our model has a high predictive performance with an ROC-AUC of 82.2% and PR-

AUC of 40.4% using data available up to one month before delivery. Previous work on

predicting preterm reported poor tomoderate predictive performancewith an ROC-AUC

ranging from 59% to 74% [139], [163], [164]. Third, compared to previous work, our

model is capable of leveraging the sequential and temporal trajectory of events recorded

in EHR, which included large amount of information embedded in each patient’s record.

A recent work [147], which predicts preterm birth using gradient boosted decision

trees on EHR data, have achieved an a ROC-AUC of 0.75 and PR-AUC of 0.40 at 28

weeks of gestation (which is approximately two months before delivery). Compared to

PredictPTB, this model provides predictions starting from two months before delivery

and up to 10 days before delivery, and no information was provided about the model’s

performance at earlier stages of the pregnancy timeline. In addition, this work is limited

to diagnosis data and does not consider other data modalities. On the other hand,

PredictPTB combines four data modalities (diagnosis, medications, lab orders, and

procedures). This combination enables PredictPTB to learn a better representation that

can capture a patient’s EHR in as much detail as possible.

Furthermore, our interpretability visualization highlighted several known risk factors

for preterm birth, which establishes further confidence in our approach. Finally, our
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interpretability analysis for some case studies suggested additional potential risk factors

for further investigation by domain experts.

Our proposed model supports the idea of personalized clinical decision support, by

deriving relative importance of an individual medical code based on the context of the

entire EHR history of a patient. A possible clinical application scenario would use our

model to scan the medical history of an expecting mother, compute the risk score for

preterm birth, and provide a visualization for healthcare providers to help them identify

patients at high-risk of preterm delivery and arrange early follow-ups that could prevent

complications and additional burden for the healthcare system and patients.

3.6. Summary

The primary contribution of this chapter is the development and evaluation of a

code-level attention-based recurrent neural network model for preterm birth prediction.

We demonstrate that temporal deep learning models can predict preterm delivery up

to nine months earlier than its occurrence, using routinely collected data in electronic

health records. Future workmay utilize ourmodel to provide patient-specific predictions

and interpretations for more pregnancy complications (e.g. hypertension, gestational

diabetes, preeclampsia, infections, and iron-deficiency anemia) and pregnancy outcomes

(e.g. mode of delivery, stillbirth, miscarriage, and neonatal death).
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CHAPTER 4: CONTEXTUAL DECOMPOSITION OF BIDIRECTIONAL LONG

SHORT-TERM MEMORY MODEL

4.1. Overview

Predictive modeling with longitudinal electronic health record (EHR) data of-

fers great promise for accelerating personalized medicine and better informs clinical

decision-making. Recently, deep learning models have achieved state-of-the-art perfor-

mance for many healthcare prediction tasks. However, deep models lack interpretability,

which is integral to successful decision-making and can lead to better patient care. In

this chapter, we build upon the contextual decomposition (CD) method, an algorithm

for producing importance scores from long short-term memory networks (LSTMs). We

extend the method to bidirectional LSTMs (BiLSTMs) and use it in the context of pre-

dicting future clinical outcomes using patients’ EHR historical visits. We use a real

EHR dataset comprising 11071 patients, to evaluate and compare CD interpretations

from LSTM and BiLSTM models. First, we train LSTM and BiLSTM models for the

task of predicting which pre-school children with respiratory system-related complica-

tions will have asthma at school-age. After that, we conduct quantitative and qualitative

analysis to evaluate the CD interpretations produced by the contextual decomposition of

the trained models. In addition, we develop an interactive visualization to demonstrate

the utility of CD scores in explaining predicted outcomes. Our experimental evalua-

tion demonstrates that whenever a clear visit-level pattern exists, the models learn that

pattern and the contextual decomposition can appropriately attribute the prediction to

the correct pattern. In addition, the results confirm that the CD scores agree to a large

extent with the importance scores generated using logistic regression coefficients. Our
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main insight was that rather than interpreting the attribution of individual visits to the

predicted outcome, we could instead attribute a model’s prediction to a group of visits.

We presented a quantitative and qualitative evidence that CD interpretations can explain

patient-specific predictions using CD attributions of individual visits or a group of visits.

4.2. Background

The exponential surge in the amount of digital data captured in electronic health

record (EHR) offers promising opportunities for predicting the risk of potential diseases

and better informs decision-making. Recently, deep learning models have achieved

impressive results, compared to traditional machine learning techniques, by effectively

learning non-linear interactions between features for several clinical tasks [10]–[12],

[27], [29]. Among a variety of deep learning methods, recurrent neural networks

(RNNs) could incorporate the entire EHR to produce predictions for a wide range of

clinical tasks [13]–[19]. Consequently, there is a growing realization that, in addition

to predictions, deep learning models are capable of producing knowledge about domain

relationships contained in data; often referred to as interpretations [165], [166].

However, the high-dimensionality and sparsity of medical features captured in the

EHRmakes it more complex for clinicians to interpret the relative impact of features and

patterns which are potentially important in decisions. A patient’s EHR usually consists

of a sequence of visits a patient has made, and each visit captures the list of diagnosis

codes documented by the clinician. Therefore, it is reasonable and important to have

interpretable models which can focus on patient visits that have higher impact on the

predicted outcome, ignore those visits with little effect on the outcome, and identify and

validate the relevant subset of visits driving the predictions.
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Interpreting deepmodels trained onEHRdata for healthcare applications is a growing

field spanning a range of techniques, which can be broadly categorized into three classes:

attention mechanism, knowledge injection via attention, and knowledge distillation [12].

Attention-mechanism-based learning was used in [23], [40], [108], [167]–[170] for

explaining what part of historical information weighs more in predicting future clinical

events. Knowledge injection via attention often integrates biomedical ontologies, as a

major source of biomedical knowledge, into attentionmodels to enhance interpretability,

as demonstrated in [108]. Knowledge distillation first trains a complex, slow, but accurate

model and then compresses the learned knowledge into a much simpler, faster, and still

accurate model, as shown in [42], [171]. However, the majority of previous work

has focused on assigning importance scores to individual features. As a result, these

techniques only provide limited local interpretations and do not model fine-grained

interactions of groups of input features. In addition, most of these techniques require

modifications on standard deep learning architectures to make it more interpretable.

By contrast, there are relatively few methods that can extract interactions between

features that a deep neural network (DNN) learns. In the case of LSTMs, a recent work

by Murdoch et al.[172] introduced contextual decomposition (CD), an algorithm for

producing phrase-level importance scores from LSTMs without any modifications to

the underlying model, and demonstrated it on the task of sentiment analysis.

In this work, we hypothesized that the CD interpretability method translates well

to healthcare. Therefore, we build upon the CD technique and extend it to BiLSTMs

in the context of predicting future clinical outcomes using EHR data. Particularly, we

aimed to produce visit-level CD scores explaining why a BiLSTM model produced a

certain prediction using patients’ EHR historical visits. Our main insight was that rather
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than interpreting the attribution of individual visits to the predicted outcome, we could

instead attribute BiLSTM’s prediction to a subset of visits. Our main contributions are

as follows:

• We introduce a CD-based approach to determine the relative contributions of

single visits and a group of visits in explaining the predicted outcome, and subse-

quently identify the most predictive subset of visits.

• We develop an interactive visualization and demonstrate, using a concrete case

study, how CD scores offer an intuitive visit-level interpretation.

• We evaluate and compare CD interpretations fromLSTM and BiLSTMmodels for

the task of predicting which pre-school children with respiratory system-related

complications will have asthma at school age.

• On a real EHR dataset comprising 11,071 patients having a total of 3,318 dif-

ferent diagnosis codes, we present quantitative and qualitative evidence that CD

interpretations can explain patient-specific predictions using CD attributions of

individual visits or a group of visits.

4.3. Methods

4.3.1. EHR Data Description

The EHR data consists of patients’ longitudinal time-ordered visits. LetP denote the

set of all the patients {p1, p2, . . . , p|P |}, where |P | is the number of unique patients in the

EHR. For each patient p ∈ P , there are Tp time-ordered visits V (p)
1 , V

(p)
2 , . . . , V

(p)
Tp
. We

denoteD = {d1, d2, . . . , d|D|} as the set of all the diagnosis codes, and |D| represents the
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number of unique diagnosis codes. Each visitV (p)
t , where the subscript t indexes the time

step, includes a subset of diagnosis codes, which is denoted by a vector x(p)t ∈ {0, 1}|D|.

The i-th element in x(p)t is 1 if di existed in visit V
(p)
t and 0 otherwise. For notational

convenience, we will henceforth drop the superscript (p) indexing patients.

4.3.2. Long Short Term Memory Networks

Long short term memory networks (LSTMs) are a special class of recurrent neural

networks (RNNs), capable of selectively remembering patterns for long duration of

time. They were introduced by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [173], and were refined and

widely used bymany people in followingwork. For predictivemodeling using EHRdata,

LSTMs effectively capture longitudinal observations, encapsulated in a time-stamped

sequence of encounters (visits), with varying length and long range dependencies.

Given an EHR record of a patient p, denoted by X = {xt}Tt=1, where T is an integer

representing the total number of visits for each patient. The LSTM layer takes X as

input and generates an estimate output Y , by iterating through the following equations

at each time step t:

it = σ(Wixt + Uiht−1 + bi) (4.1)

ft = σ(Wfxt + Ufht−1 + bf ) (4.2)

ot = σ(Woxt + Uoht−1 + bo) (4.3)
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gt = tanh(Wgxt + Ught−1 + bg) (4.4)

ct = ft ⊙ ct−1 + it ⊙ gt (4.5)

ht = ot ⊙ tanh(ct) (4.6)

where i, f, and o are respectively the input gate, forget gate, and output gate, ct is

the cell vector, and gt is the candidate for cell state at timestamp t, ht is the state vec-

tor,Wi,Wf ,Wo,Wg represent input-to-hidden weights, Ui, Uf , Uo, Ug represent hidden-

to-hidden weights, and bi, bf , bo, bg are the bias vectors. All the gates have sigmoid

activations and cells have tanh activations.

4.3.3. Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory Networks

Bidirectional LSTMs [174] make use of both the past and the future contextual

information for every time step in the input sequenceX in order to calculate the output.

The structure of an unfolded BiLSTM consists of a forward LSTM layer and a backward

LSTM layer. The forward layer outputs a hidden state
−→
h , which is iteratively calculated

using inputs in the forward or positive direction from time t = 1 to time T . The

backward layer, on the other hand, outputs a hidden state
←−
h , calculated from time t = T

to 1, in the backward or negative direction. Both the forward and backward layer outputs

are calculated using the standard LSTM updating equations 4.1- 4.6, and the final ht is

calculated as:

−→
h =

−−−−→
LSTM(xt) (4.7)
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←−
h =

←−−−−
LSTM(xt) (4.8)

ht = [
−→
h ,
←−
h ] = BiLSTM(xt) (4.9)

The final layer is a classification layer, which is the same for an LSTM- or BiLSTM-

based architecture. The final state ht is treated as a vector of learned features and used

as input to an activation function to return a probability distribution p over C classes.

The probability pj of predicting class j is defined as follows:

pj =
exp(Wj · ht + bj)∑C
i=1 exp(Wi · ht + bi)

(4.10)

whereW represents the hidden-to-output weights matrix andWi is the i-th column,

b is the bias vector of the output layer and bi is the i-th element.

4.3.4. Contextual Decomposition of BiLSTMs

Murdoch et al.[172] suggested that for LSTM, we can decompose every output

value of every neural network component into relevant contributions β and an irrelevant

contributions γ as:

Y = β + γ (4.11)

We extend the work of Murdoch et al.[172] to BiLSTMs, in the context of patient

visit-level decomposition for analyzing patient-specific predictions made by standard

BiLSTMs. Given an EHR record of a patient, X = {xt}Tt=1, we decompose the output

of the network for a particular class into two types of contributions: (1) contributions
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made solely by an individual visit or group of visits, and (2) contributions resulting from

all other visits of the same patient.

Hence, we can decompose ht in (4.6) as the sum of two contributions β and γ. In

practice, we only consider the pre-activation and decompose it for BiLSTM as:

Wj · (
−→
h ,
←−
h ) + bj = Wj · [

−→
β ,
←−
β ] +Wj · [−→γ ,←−γ ] + bj (4.12)

Finally, the contribution of a subset of visits with indexes S to the final score of class

j is equal toWj ·β for LSTM andWj · [
−→
β ,
←−
β ] for BiLSTM.We refer to these two scores

as the CD attributions for LSTM and BiLSTM throughout the chapter.

4.3.5. Finding Most Predictive Subset of Visits

We introduce a CD-based approach to find the most predictive subset of visits,

with respect to a predicted outcome. More specifically, the goal is to find subset of

visits XS ∈ X , where XS consists of the visits with the highest relevant contribution

Wj · [
−→
β ,
←−
β ] presented to the user.

Algorithm 1 describes the exact steps to find the most predictive subset of visits

represented by XS with the highest relative CD attributions. We consider V is the list

of all patient visits,W is the list of all window sizes to analyse, and each w ∈ W is an

integer setting the size of the window, s is an integer setting the size of the step between

windows,m is the model to be decomposed (LSTM/BiLSTM). In our context, a sliding

window is a time window of fixed width w that slides across the list of patient visits V

with step size s and returns the list of CandidateGroups (subsets of visits) with the

specified w. For each of these CandidateGroups, the algorithm takes the subset of

visits and apply contextual decomposition on the specified model m to get the relative
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contribution scores of this subset of visits against the complete list of patient visits. This

procedure is applied iteratively for each window size w. Finally, the group with the

highest CD score is assigned to XS .

This approach, while simple, exhaustively evaluates all possible combinations of

subsets of consecutive visits, and then finds the best subset. Obviously, the exhaustive

search’s computational cost is high. However, since the total number of visits doesn’t

exceed tens usually, going through all possible combinations of consecutive visits is still

computationally feasible.

Algorithm 1 Finding Most Predictive Subset of Visits
1: Let V = {v1 . . . vx}

2: LetW = {w1 . . . wy}

3: Let s = 1

4: Letmodel = m

5: Let groupScores = []

6: function FindVisitSubset(V,W,m, s)

7: for w inW do

8: CandidateGroups = slidingWindow(V,w, s)

9: for group in CandidateGroups do

10: groupScores[group] = contextualDecomposition(group, V,model)

11: end for

12: end for

13: Xs = argmax(groupScores)

14: end function
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4.3.6. Dataset and Cohort Construction

The data was extracted from the Cerner Real World Data © EHR database, which

consists of patient-level data collected from 561 health care facilities in the United States

with 240 million encounters for 43 million unique patients collected between the years

2000-2013 [175]. The data is de-identified and is HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability

and Accountability Act)-compliant to protect both patient and organization identity.

For the purpose of our analysis, we identified children with respiratory system-related

symptoms by following the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-9) standards.

We extracted 323,555 children who had a diagnosis code of 786.x (Symptoms involving

respiratory system and other chest symptoms), except 786.3: hemoptysis. This includes

the following diagnosis codes: 786.0 dyspnea and respiratory abnormalities (respiratory

abnormality, hyperventilation, orthopnea, apnea, cheyne-stokes respiration, shortness

of breath, tachypnea, wheezing, other respiratory abnormalities), 786.1 stridor, 786.2

cough, 786.4 abnormal sputum, 786.5 chest pain, 786.6 swelling, mass, or lump in chest,

786.7 abnormal chest sounds, 786.8 hiccough, and 786.9 other symptoms involving

respiratory system and chest. After that, we filtered for those patients who had at least

one encounter with one of these symptoms and more than two encounters before the age

of 5, and were followed-up at least until the age of 8 years. Accordingly, the dataset size

reduced significantly to 11,071 patients. The statistics and demographics of the study

cohort are described in Table 4.1.

To demonstrate our interpretability approach on this data of pre-school children with

respiratory system-related symptoms, we try to predict those children who will have

asthma at school-age (cases) and thosewhowill not have asthma at school-age (controls).
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Cases were defined as children who had at least one encounter with respiratory system-

related symptoms before the age of 5, and at least one encounter with asthma diagnosis

ICD 493* after the age of 6. Controls were defined as children who had at least

one encounter with respiratory system-related symptoms before the age of 5, and no

diagnosis of asthma for at least three years after school-age, which is age 6. This

definition splits our data into 6159 cases and 4912 controls. It is worth mentioning here

that, for this specific cohort, the proportion of cases is relatively high (56%), compared

to other cohorts or diseases, in which the prevalence of the disease is usually less.

The LSTM and BiLSTM models require longitudinal patient-level data that has

been collected over time across several clinical encounters. Therefore, we processed

the dataset to be in the format of list of lists of lists. The outermost list corresponds to

Table 4.1. Basic Statistics of the Cohort

Cases Controls

Number of patients 6159 4912
Number of visits 62962 42182
Number of diagnosis 128877 77038
Avg. Number of visits per patient 10.2 8.6
Avg. Number of codes in a visit 2.0 1.8

Gender Female 2395 2278
Male 3764 2634

Race

African American 2222 926
Asian 56 56
Biracial 83 43
Caucasian 2361 2805
Hispanic 602 454
Native American 22 15
Pacific Islander 8 2
Unknown 805 611
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patients, the intermediate list corresponds to the time-ordered visit sequence each patient

made, and the innermost list corresponds to the diagnosis codes that were documented

within each visit. Only the order of the visits was considered and the timestamp was not

included.

Furthermore, deep learning libraries assume a vectorized representation of the data

for time-series prediction problems. In our case, since the number of visits for each

patient is different, we transformed the data such that all patients will have the same

sequence length. This is done by padding the sequence of each patient with zeros so

that all patients will have the same sequence length, equal to the length of the longest

patient sequence. This vectorization allows the implementation to efficiently perform

the matrix operations in batch for the deep learning model. This is a standard approach

when handling sequential data with different sizes.

4.4. Experiments and Results

In this section, we first describe the experimental setup followed by the results of the

models training. After that, we provide quantitative evidence of the benefits of using CD

interpretations and explore the extent to which it agrees with baseline interpretations.

Finally, we present our qualitative analysis including an interactive visualization and

demonstrate its utility for explaining predictive models using individual visit scores and

relative contributions of subset of visits.

4.4.1. Experimental Setup

We used the PyTorch implementation of the LSTM and BiLSTM models. We

extended the implementation ofMurdoch et al.[172] to decompose the BiLSTMmodels.
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As the primary objective of this work is not predictive accuracy, we used standard best

practices without much tuning to fit the models used to produce interpretations. All

models were optimized using Adam [176] with learning rate of 0.0005 using early

stopping on the validation set. The total number of input features (diagnosis codes)

was 930 for ICD-9 3-digits format and 3318 for ICD-9 4-digits format. Patients were

randomly split into training (55%), validation (15%), and test (30%) sets. The same

proportion of cases (56%) and controls (44%) was maintained among the training,

validation, and test sets. Model accuracy is reported on the test set, and area under the

curve (AUC) is used to measure the prediction accuracy, together with 95% confidence

interval (CI) as a measure of variability.

4.4.2. Models Training

To validate the performance of the proposed interpretability approach, we train

LSTM and BiLSTM models on the asthma dataset, which has two classes: c=1 for

cases, and c=0 for controls. In addition, we compare the prediction performance of

these models with a baseline logistic regression model. The average AUC scores for

10 runs, with random seeds, on the full test set are shown in Table 4.2. Overall, the

LSTM and BiLSTM models achieve higher AUC scores than baseline models such

as logistic regression. Consequently, both models learned useful visit patterns for

predicting school-age asthma.

4.4.3. Quantitative Analysis

In this section, we conduct quantitative analysis to (1) validate the contextual decom-

position of the trained models, (2) evaluate the interpretations produced by the models,
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Table 4.2. Average AUC of Models Trained on Asthma Dataset for the Task of
School-age Asthma Prediction

Model AUC (95% CI)

LSTM 0.831 (0.824-0.838)
BiLSTM 0.819 (0.811-0.827)
Logistic Regression 0.702 (0.692-0.712)

and (3) understand the extent to which the learned patterns correlate with other baseline

interpretations.

Validation of Contextual Decomposition for BiLSTMs

Objective: To verify that the contextual decomposition of LSTMs and BiLSTMs

works correctly with our prediction task, we designed a controlled experiment in which

we add the same artificial visit to each patient of certain class, testing whether the

contextual decomposition will assign a high attribution score to the artificial visit with

respect to that specific class.

Given a patient p and a corresponding binary label c, we add an artificial visit vart

with one artificial diagnosis code dart to each patient’s visits list V . The dart was chosen

to be a synthetic diagnosis code which does not exist in the ICD-9 codes list. On the

full dataset P , the artificial visit is added with probability part to patients with label 1,

and with probability 1 − part to patients with label 0. As a result, when part = 1, all

patients of class 1 will have vart, and consequently the model should predict label 1

with a 100% accuracy and contribution of vart should always be the maximum among

other visits. Similarly, when part = 0.5, both classes will equally have patients with vart,

and therefore vart does not provide any additional information about the label, and vart

should thus have a small contribution.
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Experimental settings: We train LSTM and BiLSTMmodels on the asthma dataset

with the artificial visit vart setup. To measure the impact of vart, we first add vart

to patients of class c=1, with probability part, varying part from 1 to 0.5 with steps

of 0.1. After that, we train both models on this modified dataset, and then calculate

the contribution of each visit by using the CD algorithm. We run the experiment 5

times with a different random seed and report on the average correct attribution. The

attribution is correct if the highest contribution among all visits is assigned to vart.

Results: The results of our evaluation are depicted in Figure 4.1. When part =

1, the models correctly attribute the prediction to the artificial visit at 100% accuracy.

Moreover, as part becomes smaller, the contribution of the artificial visit goes down,

since vart becomes less important. Finally, when part= 0.5, the contribution of the

artificial visit becomes irrelevant and the model attributes the prediction to other visits.

Both models LSTM and BiLSTM perform similarly with 100% and 0% attribution

accuracy at part= 1 and part=0.5, respectively. However, when part is between 0.8

and 0.6, BiLSTM attributes higher contribution to vart than LSTM. This might be

due to BiLSTM specific architecture, which accesses information in both forward and

backward direction, allowing it to generate better inference about the visits importance

with lower sensitivity to the position of vart, compared to unidirectional LSTM. Overall,

we can conclude that whenever there is a clear visit-level pattern, the models learn that

pattern and the contextual decomposition can appropriately attribute the prediction to

the correct visit.
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Figure 4.1. Validation of contextual decomposition for LSTM and BiLSTM for the
class c=1. The attribution is correct if the highest contribution among all visits is
assigned to the artificial visit. The prediction curves indicate the prediction accuracy
for class c=1, which also represents the upper bound for the attribution accuracy.

Figure 4.2. Evaluation of the agreement between CD scores and importance scores
generated from logistic regression coefficients. The matching is correct if the visit with
the highest LSTM/BiLSTM CD attribution matches one of the top three visits, which
are generated using logistic regression coefficients.
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Evaluation of Interpretations Extracted from BiLSTMs

Before examining the visit-level dynamics produced by the CD algorithm, we first

verify that it compares favorably to prior work for the standard use case of producing

coefficients for individual visits, using logistic regression. For longitudinal data such as

EHR, a logistic regression model summarizes the EHR sequence ensemble to become

aggregate features that ignore the temporal relationships among the feature elements.

However, when sufficiently accurate in terms of prediction, logistic regression coeffi-

cients are generally treated as a gold standard for interpretability. Additionally, when

the coefficients are transformed by an exponential function, they can be interpreted as

odds ratio [177]. In particular, when applied to clinical outcomes prediction, the or-

dering of visits given by their coefficient value provides qualitatively sensible measure

of importance. Therefore, when validating the interpretations extracted using the CD

algorithm we should expect to find a meaningful correlation between the CD scores and

the logistic regression coefficients. To that end, we present our evaluation of the inter-

pretations extracted using the CD algorithm with respect to the coefficients produced by

logistic regression.

Generating Ground Truth Attribution for Interpretation: Using our trained lo-

gistic regression model, we identified the most important three visits for each patient

and used it as a baseline to evaluate the correlation between logistic regression coeffi-

cients and CD attributions. First, we calculated the importance score for each diagnosis

code. After that we used these scores to calculate the importance score for each visit,

by summing the importance scores of the diagnosis codes included in each visit. The

importance score for each diagnosis code is calculated as follows:
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• extract statistically significant diagnosis codes, using p-value criterion p ≤ 0.05

• for all significant diagnosis codes, calculate coefficients and odds ratios

• filter for diagnosis codes with odds ratio > 1

• sort filtered diagnosis codes in descending order according to their odds ratios

• group the sorted diagnosis codes into 4 groups. Diagnosis codes with simi-

lar/closer odds ratios are grouped together

• assign an importance score for each group in descending order, based on the odds

ratios of diagnosis codes in each group

Finally, we calculated the importance score for each visit, by summing the importance

scores of the diagnosis codes occurred in that visit, and used the visits scores to identify

the most important three visits for each patient. We run this analysis on a subset of 5000

patients, who have asthma, and for each patient the ground truth attribution baseline is

the most important three visits, ordered according to their importance scores.

Evaluation: For each patient/ground-truth pair, we measured if the ground truth

visits match the visit with the highest CD score for the same patient. We ranked the CD

scores of visits for each patient and reported on the matching accuracy between the visit

with the highest CD contribution and the three ground truth visits for each patient.

Results: The aggregated results for both LSTM and BiLSTM models are presented

in Figure 4.2. Overall, we observe that, for the twomodels, the contextual decomposition

attribution overlaps with our generated baseline ground truth attribution for at least 60%

of the patient/ground-truth pairs. The matching between the top visit using the CD

algorithm and the first top ground truth visit is 60%, the top two ground truth visits
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is 80%, the top three ground truth visits is 90%. These results confirm that there is a

strong relationship between the importance scores generated using logistic regression

coefficients and the CD importance scores based on the patterns an LSTM/BiLSTM

model learns.

4.4.4. Qualitative Analysis

After providing quantitative evidence of the benefits of CD to interpret the patient

EHR visits importance, we now present our qualitative analysis using three types of

experiments. First, we introduce our visualization and demonstrate its utility to interpret

patient-specific predictions. Second, we provide examples for using our CD-based

algorithm to find the most predictive subset of visits. Finally, we show that the CD

algorithm is capable of identifying the top scoring visit patterns and demonstrate this in

the context of predicting school-age asthma.

Explaining Predictions Using Individual Visit Scores

In this section, we present our interactive visualization and illustrate it with an

example for both LSTM and BiLSTM models. The timeline in Figure 4.3 represents a

patient’s EHR time-ordered visits and the colors of the visits reflect the CD contributions

of each visit to the predicted outcome. Moreover, hovering over the visits with themouse

will display the ICD codes documented by the clinician during the visit. Visualizing

the CD contributions of each visit can be used to quickly explain why did the model

make a certain prediction. For example, the patient shown in Figure 4.3 was correctly

predicted to have asthma at school age. He had 19 data points (visits) before the age of

six years and it was all considered by the model. The visualization indicated that visits
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15 to 19 have the highest contribution to the prediction for both LSTM and BiLSTM

models, and the ICD-9 codes included in these four visits are: 486 (pneumonia), 786

(symptoms involving respiratory system and other chest symptoms), 493 (asthma), and

465 (acute upper respiratory infections of multiple or unspecified sites). Presenting such

information to the clinician could be of a great help in the decision making process.

For example, this specific patient has been following up at the hospital from age 0 to 5

years, and he had respiratory-related complications throughout the 5 years. Typically,

the physician will have to check the full history of a patient to understand the patient

condition and make a decision. In contrast, visualizing the CD scores for each visit

as shown in Figure 4.3 indicates that, for this specific patient, older visits are not very

relevant. The visualization highlights that recent visits are more important to examine.

This is probably due to the fact that continuing to have respiratory complications till age

5, just before school-age, is an important indication that this patient will likely continue

to have asthma at school age.

Explaining Predictions Using Relative Contributions of Subset of Visits

In this section, we first present our results for the implementation of the algorithm

introduced earlier for finding the most predictive subset of visits, and then we qualita-

tively compare between the relative contributions of the subset of visits produced by

LSTM and BiLSTM.

Figure 4.4 shows an example of a patient who was correctly predicted to have

asthma at school-age. The patient made 14 visits between age 0 and 5 with different

complications. The individual visit scores do not provide clear information about

the critical time window which the physician needs to examine. However, using our
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Figure 4.3. CD scores for individual visits produced from LSTM and BiLSTM models
trained for the task of predicting school-age asthma. Red is positive, white is neutral
and blue is negative. The squares represent patient EHR time-ordered visits, and the
label of each square indicates the visit number appended by the date of the visit. The
upper row is the LSTM CD attributions and the lower row is the BiLSTM CD
attributions

Figure 4.4. Most predictive subset of visits using CD-based scores highlighted in
yellow. Example for a patient where relative contributions of subset of visits produced
from LSTM and BiLSTM are similar.

Figure 4.5. Most predictive subset of visits using CD-based scores. Example for a
patient where BiLSTM is producing better interpretation than LSTM.

algorithm for finding the most predictive subset of visits, the algorithm identified that

grouping visits 1 to 4 together (highlighted in yellow) produced the maximum relative

contribution to the predicted outcome, compared to other subset of visits. The ICD codes
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Table 4.3. Top scoring patterns of length 1 visit, produced by the contextual
decomposition of LSTM and BiLSTM models on the asthma data

LSTM BiLSTM

ICD Codes Frequency% ICD Codes Frequency%

1
493.9

Asthma Unspecified
40%

493.9

Asthma Unspecified
34%

2
493.9,786.0

Asthma Unspecified, Dyspnea and Respiratory Abnormalities
13%

786.2

Cough
15%

3
786.0

Dyspnea and Respiratory Abnormalities
11%

493.9,786.0

Asthma Unspecified, Dyspnea and Respiratory Abnormalities
21%

4
493.9,786.2

Asthma Unspecified,Cough
10%

786.0

Dyspnea and Respiratory Abnormalities
10%

5

465.9,493.9

Acute Upper Respiratory Infections of Unspecified

Site, Asthma Unspecified

9%
493.9,786.2

Asthma Unspecified, Cough
9%

6
493.0

Extrinsic Asthma
4%

465.9,493.9

Acute Upper Respiratory Infections of Unspecified Site,Asthma Unspecified
8%

7
486,493.9

Pneumonia, Asthma Unspecified
4%

465.9,786.2

Acute Upper Respiratory Infections of Unspecified Site,Cough
5%

8

465.9,493.9,786.2

Acute Upper Respiratory Infections of Unspecified

Site, Asthma Unspecified, Cough

3%
493.0

Extrinsic Asthma
4%

9
382.9,493.9

Unspecified Otitis Media, Asthma Unspecified
3%

486,493.9

Pneumonia, Asthma Unspecified
3%

10
493.0, 493.9

Extrinsic Asthma,Asthma Unspecified
3%

V67.9

Unspecified Follow-Up Examination
3%

included in these visits indicated that this patient has been diagnosed with congenital

anomalies as well as asthma before the age of 1, followed by organic sleep disorders

and symptoms involving respiratory system and chest in the following years. Therefore,

although the contributions of individual visits were not high, the relative contribution

of grouping the visits together provided useful information to explain the prediction.

In general, we found that the relative contributions of subset of visits extracted from

BiLSTM and LSTM are often similar. However, for some cases, such as the patient

shown in Figure 4.5, we observed that contributions produced from BiLSMT are likely

more clinically relevant than LSTM. This is possibly because BiLSTMmimics physician

practice by examining the EHR clinical visits not only in forward time order, but also
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Table 4.4. Top scoring patterns of length 2 visit, produced by the contextual
decomposition of LSTM and BiLSTM models on the asthma data

LSTM BiLSTM

ICD Codes Frequency% ICD Codes Frequency%

1
[493.9], [493.9]

[Asthma Unspecified],[Asthma Unspecified]
13%

[493.9], [493.9]

[Asthma Unspecified],[Asthma Unspecified]
11%

2

[493.9,786.0],[493.9]

[Asthma Unspecified, Dyspnea and Respiratory Ab-

normalities], [Asthma Unspecified]

2%

[493.9,786.0],[493.9]

[Asthma Unspecified, Dyspnea and Respiratory Ab-

normalities], [Asthma Unspecified]

2%

3

[493.9],[493.9,786.0]

[Asthma Unspecified], [Asthma Unspecified, Dysp-

nea and Respiratory Abnormalities]

2%

[493.9],[493.9,786.0]

[Asthma Unspecified], [Asthma Unspecified, Dysp-

nea and Respiratory Abnormalities]

2%

4

[493.9], [V20.2]

[Asthma Unspecified], [Routine Infant or Child

Health Check]

2%

[493.9], [V20.2]

[Asthma Unspecified], [Routine Infant or Child

Health Check]

2%

5
[493.9,786.2], [493.9]

[Asthma Unspecified, Cough], [Asthma Unspecified]
2%

[493.9,786.2], [493.9]

[Asthma Unspecified, Cough], [Asthma Unspecified]
1%

considers the backward time order so that recent clinical visits are likely to receive

higher importance.

Identifying Top Scoring Patterns

We now demonstrate the utility of using the CD attributions to identify the top

scoring patterns which was learned by the LSTM and BiLSTMmodels. To address this,

we analysed for each patient for which the class c=1 (having asthma at school age) was

correctly predicted, which visit patterns of length one and two visits had the highest

positive contribution towards predicting that class. To obtain the important features in

the cohort level, we count the frequency of the top-ranked features in all patients for one

and two visits. The results of this evaluation are summarized for one visit patterns in

Table 4.3 and two visits patterns in Table 4.4. Overall, both models learn similar patterns

for both length one and two visits with no significant difference. Moreover, the identified
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patterns are inline with the risk factors suggested in the literature for school-age asthma

[178]–[180].

4.5. Discussion

In this study, we assessed the potential application of contextual decomposition (CD)

method to explain patient-specific risk predictions using quantitative and qualitative

evaluation. Our results demonestrated that whenever a clear visit-level pattern exists,

the LSTM and BiLSTM models learn that pattern and the contextual decomposition

can appropriately attribute the prediction to the correct pattern. In addition, the results

confirm that the CD score agrees to a large extent with the importance scores produced

using logistic regression coefficients. Our main insight was that rather than interpreting

the attribution of individual patient visits to the predicted outcome, we could instead

attribute a model’s prediction to a group of visits.

Recent work on interpretability of machine learning models in healthcare through

visual analytics [165], [181]–[183] shows that such interpretability methods could ade-

quately provide healthcare professionals with insights into the predictions produced by

deep learning algorithms. Our contextual decomposition approach provides visualiza-

tions that facilitate interaction with algorithms and has several advantages compared to

other state-of-the-art approaches. For example, although attention mechanisms offer the

possibility to retrieve deriving features at patient-level where individual risk prediction

can be paired to individual attention map [40], those interpretations focus on individ-

ual risk factors and it’s not straightforward to extend it to subsets of risk factors like

what we demonstrated using the CD approach. In addition, using the interpretation of

activations [184] at the single subject level is not straightforward and more insightful
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clinical interpretations of single cases require the knowledge of the complete clinical

history of patient. On the other hand, our CD approach can directly highlight evidence

for important features deriving the predictions in the patient’s EHR history.

A potential limitation of our study is the identification of asthma patients using

ICD codes. In particular, although using ICD codes to identify asthma is a popular

practice in large-scale epidemiologic research, previous research showed that using

ICD-9 codes have a moderate accuracy of identifying children with asthma, compared

to criteria-based medical record review [185]. In addition, the contextual decomposition

approach was demonstrated on a single cohort of patients. Generalizing the findings

and explanations of this study would require assessing multiple datasets representing

multiple cohorts, diseases, and age groups.

4.6. Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed using contextual decomposition (CD) to produce

importance scores for individual visits and relative importance scores for a group of

visits, to explain decisions of risk prediction models. In addition, we developed an

interactive visualization tool and demonstrated, using a concrete case study with real

EHR data, how CD scores offer an intuitive visit-level interpretation. This movement

beyond single visit importance is critical for understanding a model as complex and

highly non-linear as BiLSTM. The potential extension of our approach to other sources

of big medical data (e.g. genomics and imaging), could generate valuable insights to

assist decision-making for improved diagnosis and treatment.
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CHAPTER 5: TIME-AWARE PATIENT REPRESENTATION IN EHRS USING

SELF-ATTENTION AND NON-STATIONARY KERNEL

APPROXIMATION

5.1. Overview

Effectivemodeling of patient representation from electronic health records (EHRs) is

rapidly becoming an important research topic. Yet, modeling the non-stationarity inEHR

data has received less attention. Existing studies follow a strong assumption to implicitly

assume the stationarity in patient representation from EHRs. However, in reality, the

visits of a patient are irregularly distributed over a relatively long period of time and

disease progression patterns are non-stationary. Moreover, the time span between patient

visits often reflects important domain knowledge and may have significant implications

on discovering unknown patterns that might characterize a medical condition. To

bridge the gap between modeling stationary and non-stationary event sequences in

EHRs, we leverage self-attention mechanism and non-stationary kernel approximation

to capture contextual information as well as temporal relationships between patient visits

in EHRs. To validate the effectiveness of our proposed approach, we use a real-world

EHR dataset for the task of predicting the next diagnosis code for a patient, given the

patient’s EHR history. We compare our method against self-attention with positional

encoding and self-attention with stationary kernels approximation. The experimental

results demonstrate that the proposed approach provides a better predictive performance,

compared to all baselines. These findings confirm the effectiveness of the proposed

method and emphasize the importance of modeling non-stationary time information in

healthcare prediction tasks.
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5.2. Introduction

With the rapidly increasing volume of clinical information captured in Electronic

Health Records (EHRs), various deep learning models have been developed and applied

for a wide variety of healthcare prediction tasks [6]–[12]. EHRs include continuous-

time events and the time lapse between sequential visits often has hidden patterns (e.g.

disease progression or changing variables over time) which could be utilized for risk

prediction models. For example, two consecutive diagnosis codes do not indicate they

are temporally close, but the correlations between them can be revealed by the time lapse

between visits. In addition, medical codes have varying temporal context. For example,

flu is a short-lived condition whereas a diagnosis code for a more chronic condition such

as diabetes has a longer span and therefore might be present repeatedly over multiple

patient’s visits.

A patient’s record in EHR can be viewed as a sequence of time-ordered visits

and each visit consists of a number of unordered medical codes describing the patient

conditions at a given time point. A common modeling approach for such structured

data is to aggregate medical codes within a visit into a vector. Then the visits are often

fed sequentially into deep learning models, such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs).

However, given that time gap between consecutive visits in patient records can vary

from days to years, the architecture of traditional RNNs fails to handle the irregular time

intervals between visits. Several approaches have been proposed to incorporate temporal

information into RNNs [8], [23], [96], [168], [186]. Although these techniques have

demonstrated that augmenting RNNs with time information can improve their predictive

performance, most of these methods are designed to handle data with constant time gaps.
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Thus, they are unable to fully exploit the temporal non-stationary dynamics of the EHR

data, thus hindering the learning of the prediction algorithms under non-stationarity.

Recently, sequential modeling of EHRs with self-attention [110] has been applied to

derive more robust patient representations in many prediction tasks [187]–[189]. How-

ever, self-attention uses positional encoding to model the order of the input sequences,

limiting the self-attention mechanism to modeling only stationary or discrete-time event

sequences. Hence, like many other sequence models, self-attention does not handle

the irregular time spans between visits and thus models sequential signals rather than

temporal patterns. It is therefore natural to consider alternative approaches to the posi-

tional encoding that can incorporate non-stationary temporal patterns into the patient’s

representation in EHRs.

In this chapter, we propose a method for time-aware attention-based visit represen-

tation using self-attention mechanism combined with non-stationary kernel approxima-

tion. Specifically, we extended the self-attention architecture by replacing the positional

encoding with non-stationary kernel approximation to capture contextual information

as well as non-stationary temporal relationships between patient visits in EHR. Us-

ing this approach, self-attention embeds time information into visit representations to

learn local attention weights for each visit and then a complete representation for each

patient. Embedding continuous non-stationary time information using kernel approxi-

mation effectively avoids the drawbacks introduced by positional encoding, which does

not account for the non-stationarity characteristics of EHR data.
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5.3. Background

5.3.1. Self-attention Mechanism

Self-attention is an attention mechanism which relates every position in a sequence

to every other position in the sequence, and reweighs the position embeddings of each

position to include contextual relevance [110]. Self-attention is computed using dot-

product attention [91] over a query vectorQ, a key vectorK, and a value (representations)

of events in a sequence vector V , defined as:

Att(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
d

)V (5.1)

Self-attention is typically used in conjunction with positional encoding to ensure the

order of the sequence is maintained, where the vector representation for each position

is combined (added or concatenated) with the corresponding event embedding. Thus,

providing the order context to the non-recurrent architecture of the self-attention mecha-

nism [91]. It accomplishes this through a series of key, query, and value weight matrices

via three steps: 1) dot product similarity of query-key pairs to find alignment scores,

2) normalization of the scores to get the weights, and 3) reweighing of the original

embedding using the weights for combining event values.

In the context of modeling EHRs, a visit-position representation is formed by com-

bining visit embedding with positional encoding. However, this visit-position repre-

sentation can only capture the sequential patterns and does not handle irregular time

intervals between consecutive visits.
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5.3.2. The Essence of Stationary Kernels vs Non-Stationary Kernels

Kernel methods are powerful tools in machine learning and provide a framework

for non-linear learning for a wide spectrum of machine learning and data mining tasks.

However, they often suffer from scalability due to their significant computational cost.

Approximating kernels with explicit feature maps provides a practical alternative for

using kernels in large-scale applications [190], [191]. However, for many types of

kernels, deriving such feature maps remains a challenging problem.

The most general family of kernels is the non-stationary kernels, which include

stationary kernels as special cases. Stationary kernels are a class of functions in which

correlations of data depend solely on the distance separating the two examples x and y

and not on the respective location of the examples. Stationary kernels are of the form:

k = k(∥x− y∥) (5.2)

In contrast, non-stationary kernel functions depend on both the distance separating

the two examples x and y as well as the respective location of the examples. Non-

stationary kernels are of the form:

k = k(x, y) (5.3)

where the kernel function relaxes the restriction so that k = k(x, y) ̸= k(∥x− y∥).

Stationary and non-stationary kernels are chosen to be symmetric positive-definite

functions. They induce inner products in Hilbert space and therefore impose a metric,

which can be interpreted as a similarity measure. Stationary kernel functions are
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constant along diagonals, unlike non-stationary kernels. This characteristic of non-

stationary kernels translates into potentially highly flexible inner products, and therefore

similarity measures, which can encode covariances within the input space, the output

space and across the two spaces.

The flexibility of the kernel functions and the associated similarity measures mo-

tivated us to use them for modeling non-stationary EHRs, as an efficient alternative

to overcome the limitations of the positional encoding component in the self-attention

model.

5.4. Methods

We propose an extension to self-attention to consider the varying time gaps between

two visits in a patient’s sequence. We first outline our approach for constructing the

time-visit embeddings. After that, we identify the feature maps for stationary and non-

stationary kernels which will be used in our analysis. Finally, we show how a time-visit

representation can be used for a prediction task.

5.4.1. Time Embedding

Finding a time embedding from an interval T = [0, tmax] to Rd, assuming time

starts from origin, can be considered as identifying a mapping Φ : T → Rd. Forming

a visit embedding Z ∈ RdE involves constructing a vector representation Zi for visit

vi, i = 1, . . . , N , where N is the total number of visits for a patient. To build a

visit-time embedding, time embeddings are concatenated with visit embeddings so that

the dot product between two time-dependent visits (v1, t1) and (v2, t2) can be defined

as [Z1, Φ(t1)]
′
[Z2, Φ(t2)] = ⟨Z1, Z2⟩ + ⟨Φ(t1), Φ(t2)⟩. Since contextual information
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between visits are captured by ⟨Z1, Z2⟩, we expect that temporal relationships are

captured by ⟨Φ(t1), Φ(t2)⟩, particularly those associated with the temporal difference

t1− t2. We formulate those temporal relationships using feature map approximations Φ

for kernels K.

Let the kernel be K : T × T → R, where K(t1, t2) can be approximated with some

explicit feature mapping ⟨Φ(t1), Φ(t2)⟩, andK(t1, t2) = ψ(t1− t2), ∀t1, t2 ∈ T for some

ψ : [−tmax, tmax] → R. Here, the mapping of original data into a higher dimensional

space is captured by Φ. The intuition here is to convert the task of learning temporal

embeddings into a kernel learning problem approximated with feature map Φ. We aim

to identify candidate Φ with some functional forms that are appropriate with current

deep learning techniques which rely on computations via back-propagation. In addition,

the interactions between temporal context and visit context can now be captured with

some other mappings as (Z,Φ(t))→ f(Z,Φ(t)), as discussed in Section 5.4.3.

5.4.2. Kernel Approximation

In this section, we provide an overview of the kernels used in this work and its

corresponding feature map approximations. We do not aim to provide the explanations

behind the different numerical representations and mathematical operations in the pro-

posed kernels. We refer the reader to the original papers of each of these kernels for

more details.

Approximation of Stationary Kernels

In the context of large-scale kernel machines, [191] introduced a framework for

a random feature map (random Fourier), based on the Bochner’s theorem [192], that
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approximates any stationary kernel (e.g. Gaussian, Laplace, and Cauchy) function

via independent sampling of the probability distribution. To obtain the stationary fea-

ture maps motivated by Bochner’s time encoding, we follow the approach proposed

in [193]. In short, the authors propose to realize the Bochner feature maps using

the reparametrization trick as well as parametric and nonparametric inverse cumula-

tive distribution function (CDF) transformation. The Bochner feature maps using the

reparametrization trick can be written as:

ϕ(t) = [cos(ωi(µ)t), sin(ωi(µ)t)] (5.4)

where µ is the location-scale parameters specified for the reparametrization trick, ωi(µ)

converts the i−th sample (drawn from auxiliary distribution) to target distribution under

location-scale parameter.

In addition, the Bochner feature maps using the parametric inverse CDF transforma-

tion can be written as:

ϕ(t) = [cos(gθ(ωi)t), sin(gθ(ωi)t)] (5.5)

where θ is the parameters for the inverse CDF F−1 = gθ, and ωi is the i−th sample

drawn from auxiliary distribution.

Approximation of Non-stationary Kernels

The polynomial kernel is a non-stationary kernel which is specially important,

because any kernel can be written as a sum of polynomial kernels through a Taylor

expansion [194]. If we can appropriately use the feature map approximations of the
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polynomial kernel, then we will be able to effectively utilize many other types of kernels.

Approximating polynomial kernelswith explicit nonlinearmaps is a challenging problem

[195], however considerable progress has been made in this area recently [190], [194],

[196]. Here, we follow the approach described in [196], where polynomial feature

maps are derived based on Random Maclaurin technique as follows: Let k(t1, t2) =

(⟨t1, t2⟩+ c)d for some constant c ⩾ 0 and positive integer d, which is the degree of

the polynomial kernel function (e.g., d = 2 for quadratic). Then, the feature map of the

second degree polynomial kernel can be approximated as:

ϕ(t) = [c,
√
2
√
ct, t2] (5.6)

Higher-order polynomial kernels can be approximated similar to the quadratic, there-

fore the third degree polynomial kernel can be approximated as:

ϕ(t) = [c
3
2 ,
√
3ct,
√
3
√
ct2, t3] (5.7)

and the fourth degree polynomial kernel can be approximated as:

ϕ(t) = [c2, 2c
3
2 t,
√
6ct2, 2

√
ct3, t4] (5.8)

5.4.3. Time-Visit Embeddings

To expose time interactions and examine if they improve the predictive performance,

we need to combine the visit embeddings generated by the attention with the time

embeddings generated by the feature maps. After embedding continuous time intervals

between visits into finite-dimensional vector spaces, time and visit embeddings can
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be used to model the interactions between visits and its associated time intervals. In

order to recognize these interactions, the visit and time representations need to be

projected onto a common space. For a patient sequence {(v1, t1), . . . , (vq, tq)}, the

visit and time embeddings are concatenated as [Z,ZT ] where Z = [Z1, . . . , Zq] and

ZT = [Φ(t1), . . . , Φ(tq)]. The concatenated representation is then projected into the

query, key and value spaces of self-attention. For example, to capture linear relationships

between visit and time representations in query space, we can useQ = [Z,ZT ]W0+b0.

Moreover, nonlinear associations between visit and time representations can be modeled

hierarchically, e.g. using a multilayer perceptrons (MLP) with activation functions, as

Q = ReLU([Z,ZT ]W0 + b0)W1 + b1

5.5. Experiments and Results

In this section, we introduce our experimental setup and present our empirical results.

5.5.1. Dataset

The dataset consists of electronic health records fromCernerRealWorld database.The

extracted cohort is not disease-specific and patients were selected randomly. We exclude

patients with less than three visits. The total number of patients used to train our models

is 11451 patients with a total of 3485 unique diagnosis codes.

5.5.2. Prediction Task

Given a sequence of visits for a patient v1, . . . , vT , the task is to predict the diagnosis

codes occurring at the next visit v2, . . . , vT+1, for each time step i.
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5.5.3. Implementation Details

The patients cohort was split into the training (70%), validation (10%) and test (20%)

sets. The maximum number of visits for a patient was set to be 100. The following

parameter values were used for stationary and non-stationary models: hidden size= 72,

sequence embedding size= 72, time embedding size= 72, batch size= 128, learning rate=

0.001, number of attention blocks= 2, and number of heads in each attention blocks=

1. We performed hyper-parameter tuning on the self-attention with positional encoding

model using grid search, and the following parameters provided the best results: hidden

size= 100, sequence embedding size= 100, batch size= 128, learning rate= 0.001, number

of attention blocks= 1, and number of heads in each attention blocks= 1.

5.5.4. Evaluation Metrics

We used two evaluation metrics: Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at N

(NDCG@n) and Hit Ratio at N (Hit@n). The NDCG metric considers the position and

penalizes highly relevant diagnosis codes appearing lower in the prediction results, as

the graded relevance value is reduced logarithmically proportional to the position of the

result. The Hit@n metric computes how many "hits" the model achieved in an n-sized

list of ranked diagnoses. For our evaluation, we will use n = 10.

5.5.5. Results

Weexamine sevenmethods for time encodingwhich are divided into three categories.

The first category is the original self-attention implementation with positional encoding.

The second category is stationary kernels, which includes three variations of Bochner’s

feature maps. The third category is three non-stationary kernels, which are polynomials
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Table 5.1. Performance of the Proposed Approach and Baseline Models.

Category Kernel NDCG@10 (SD) Hit@10 (SD)
Positional encoding - 0.6923 (.0023) 0.8901 (.0031)

Stationary
Bochner (location-scale) 0.7030 (.0041) 0.8963 (.0026)
Bochner (parametric inverse CDF) 0.6980 (.0057) 0.8934 (.0033)
Bochner (non-parametric inverse CDF) 0.7120 (.0040) 0.9005 (.0021)

Non-stationary
Polynomial, d=2 0.7507 (.0028) 0.9160 (.0047)
Polynomial, d=3 0.7501 (.0030) 0.9153 (.0035)
Polynomial, d=4 0.7485 (.0021) 0.9163 (.0045)

with degree 2, 3, and 4. Results computed over ten runs are reported in Table 5.1.

Results show that modeling time information using non-stationary kernels improves

the performance by 8% for NDCG and 3% for Hit metrics. Statistical significance

test was conducted to compare the performance of the non-stationary polynomial ker-

nels with positional encoding and stationary kernels over the NDCG@10 and Hit@10

metrics. In order to confirm that the improvement on predictive performance using

our proposed model is statistically significant compared to baselines, we conducted a

statistical significance test using the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test. The computed p-

values were all lower than 5%, indicating that the improvement introduced by using

non-stationary kernels is statistically significant. In addition, results demonstrate that

modeling the time information with stationary kernels does not result in significant gain

in performance, over positional encoding. This observation confirms that stationary

kernels may not be sufficient to model the non-stationarity characteristics of EHR data.

Moreover, results show that a second degree polynomial may be sufficient to model the

temporal information in our dataset, without the need to use higher order polynomials.
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5.6. Discussion

In this chapter we introduce a method for time-aware patient representation in EHRs,

using non-stationary time embedding and visit-level self-attention model, to handle the

irregular time lapse between visits and better model patient representations in EHRs.

Our model first generates embeddings for the discrete medical codes to form a visit

representation andmodels the temporal information using featuremaps of non-stationary

kernels. To generate the visit-time representation for a patient, we feed visit embeddings

and its corresponding time embeddings into a visit-level self-attention layer.

Experimental evaluation demonstrates that in a setting that models non-stationary

data distributions, methods such as kernel approximation can boost the predictive power

compared to the best base models. In addition, we find that self-attention models can

capture informative visit interactions in our dataset, however, the benefit from such mod-

els is reduced under non-stationarity characteristics of EHRs. These findings emphasize

the importance of accounting for the irregular data distributions when modeling patient

representations in EHRs.

As part of transforming raw EHR data into a time-aware representation of a pa-

tient, the task boils down to generating time series features. Many studies have been

undertaken to address this issue [197]–[200] . Some of them [197] build on tempo-

ral abstraction [201] to define patterns that can describe temporal relationships among

multiple time series. Typically, such methods yield temporal patterns, such as “the

occurrence of clinical event X precedes the drop of clinical event Y”, which are then

analyzed to determine the most informative pattern for the classification task. Other ap-

proaches [198], [202] transform time-stamped data points into symbolic time intervals,
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then identifies time-interval-related patterns that can be used to build a classification

model. Another group of methods [199] uses a graph-based framework, where the tem-

poral relationships are represented as temporal graphs Furthermore, some techniques

[200] learn temporal weights for the clinical events of interest, which they then apply

in various ways to develop features that can be used by classifiers. In contrast to prior

studies, our methodology attempts to take into account time series of different lengths

and irregularity of distribution within and across features extracted from the richly

structured EHR data for prediction.

5.7. Summary

We described a new technique to model the non-stationery time information in EHRs

for prediction tasks. Our approach is based on extending the self-attention mechanism

to handle the irregular time intervals between consecutive visits in a typical EHR of a

patient. We expect that the proposed approach could easily extend beyond polynomial

kernels, and the same techniquewould apply equallywell to other non-stationary kernels,

given that their feature maps are well derived. Future work may consider exploring

other types of kernels and other methods for kernel approximations, which could be

more efficient in modeling the non-stationarity patterns in EHRs.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION

Developing deep learning predictive models on EHR data presents several modeling

challenges, including data heterogeneity, data irregularity, and model interpretability.

To alleviate these issues, we propose several EHR-based interpretable deep learning

predictive models using modelling techniques that can discover and consider complex

nonlinear interactions among a large number of variables in EHRs. Powered by attention

mechanism (including self-attention), contextual decomposition interpretabilitymethod,

and kernel approximation, our proposed methods can incorporate the entire medical

history of each patient, represented as a series of heterogeneous data packed in irregular

intervals, to predict several important clinical outcomes (e.g. preterm birth, school-age

asthma). Patient-specific interpretations obtained from the proposed methods offer a

great potential to support clinicians in providing informed data-driven clinical decisions.

While there is not much agreement on the definition of interpretability in machine

learning, there are a few characteristics of interpretable models that researchers have

discussed which can be utilized as a reference to derive the requirements of interpretable

models [203]–[205]. In this thesis, modeling complex sequences, such as EHRs, neces-

sitated using attention mechanisms, as an established approach to support deep neural

networks with essential interpretability [206]. However, we emphasize that the choice of

interpretability mechanism highly depends upon the application and use case for which

explanations are required. Hence, a critical application like predicting a patient’s death

may have much more strict requirements for explanation reliability, as compared to just

predicting costs for a procedure where getting the prediction right is much more impor-

tant than providing explanations. There are still many questions that are unaddressed

within the area of interpretable models in the clinical domain, and we foresee that it will
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be an active area of research for the next few years.

Stationarity is an important concept in longitudinal data analysis. However, detecting

stationarity in the data is a complex task. Therefore, researchers might be forced to make

strong assumptions about the data, and rather than deciding between two strict options,

they may be able to determine, with high probability, that a series is generated by a

stationary or non-stationary process. As a result, whenwe are unsure about the likelihood

or presence of non-stationarity, it may be advisable to stick with simpler models. On

the other hand, when we are confident that the data distribution is not stable and will

continue as such for some time, more complex models, including methods such as kernel

approximation, may provide considerable improvements in discriminative power. In this

thesis, under the known non-stationarity exhibited in the EHR datasets, the polynomial

kernels outperform the baselines of standard self-attention with positional encoding

and extended self-attention with stationary kernels, for the task of predicting the set

of diagnosis codes in the next visit. This confirms that ignoring non-stationarity can

result in sub-optimal model selection. We highlight, however, that we do not endorse

a specific kernel approximation method as being the most resistant to non-stationarity.

Moreover, it is difficult to conclude that these results generalize to different tasks. Rather,

we explored how best to model the temporal non-stationary patterns in EHR data by

investigating different methods for modeling the temporal characteristics of EHR data.

Generalizability of predictive models in healthcare is not a binary concept and has

no universally agreed upon definition. According to one common hierarchy [207], a

set of rules from a machine learning algorithm, clinician, or user may be applicable:

internally, applying only in the limited context in which it was developed; temporally,

applying prospectively at the center in which it was developed; or externally, applying
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both at new centers and in new periods of time. There are other hierarchical systems

that construct even deeper levels of generalizability [208]. A natural solution to these

limitations is to integrate EHR data from multiple healthcare facilities with diverse

demographics and multiple regions. In this thesis, we have utilized the Cerner Real

World Data [118] which maintains a large volume of EHR clinical data from more than

500 healthcare facilities, improving the generalizability of our predictive models.

The term “effectiveness” has been used in this thesis to refer to the relative effec-

tiveness compared to some baseline. Yet, what is to be considered as a baseline is not

always obvious when working with EHR data, which implies that a standard baseline

that is well recognized is often missing. This is unfortunately a known issue when

developing EHR-based predictive models, where access to large repositories of clinical

data for research purposes is very restricted due to data sensitivity and ethical issues.

Consequently, this has resulted in limited research in the exact same domain and a small

number of methods to which the proposed methods can be compared. In this thesis,

a baseline is sometimes a self-proposed, relatively traditional ML method or the best

method observed in a previous study in the same context. Therefore, this thesis proposes

a number of models that aimed to outperform their former models.

Furthermore, this thesis demonstrates how large longitudinal EHR repositories,

such as the Cerner Real World Data, can be harnessed to develop EHR-based predictive

models using modern machine learning algorithms. Such retrospective observational

data will speed up both the rate at which these risk prediction models are developed as

well as our understanding of the underlying causes of diseases. EHR data allows the

predictive models to consider more observations (clinical predictors and outcomes), on

more patients, at more time points, and at a fraction of the expenses of prospective cohort
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studies [209]. Additionally, patient populations extracted from such EHR repositories

may be more representative of the real-world compared to cohort studies that depend on

volunteer participation [210].

We are at a very exciting time – the rapid adoption of EHR systems is generating

enormous amounts of unexplored longitudinal health data. Therefore, naturally, deep

learning learning techniques, combined with massive EHR data have the potential to

revolutionize the quality of our healthcare systems through improved personalized care

for everyone.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To conclude the thesis, this chapter presents a brief recapitulation of the main

contributions of the thesis, followed by suggestions for future research.

7.1. Recapitulation

Electronic health records are an increasingly comprehensive data source for the de-

velopment of new clinical risk predictionmodels, presenting both unique analytic oppor-

tunities and challenges. Modeling EHR data to infer health trajectories requires coping

with numerous issues simultaneously. In this dissertation, we focus on addressing three

important challenges: data heterogeneity, data irregularity, and model interpretability.

Specifically, we utilize state of the art deep learning techniques and modern machine

learning methods to develop efficient and interpretable predictive models demonstrat-

ing how longitudinal clinical data contained in EHRs can be harnessed for providing

patient-specific predictions and interpretations for several clinical outcomes.

We first introduced a code-level attention-based recurrent neural network model

for prediction of future clinical outcomes (Chapter 3). This method was developed to

address two challenges of using temporal EHRs, namely data heterogeneity andmodel

interpretability. The former was addressed by exploiting the attention mechanism to

learn the importance weights of the heterogeneous data included in a patient’s sequence

of visits and embed contextual information into each code accordingly. The attention

weights help themodel better identify and learn the significant variables, thus, improving

its predictive power. The latter was addressed by utilizing the attention mechanism to

generate temporal code-level and visit-level explanations for the predicted outcomes,

using attention weights. The method was demonstrated on the task of predicting the
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risk of preterm birth, up to 9 months earlier than its occurrence, using data routinely

collected in EHR. Our results demonstrate that attention components added on top of

existing standard recurrent neural network algorithms provide interpretable patterns

that incorporate important insights into explaining the predicted outcomes. In addition,

it shows that integrating attention mechanisms exhibits a complementary effect that

contributes to the improvement of models’ predictive power.

To further address themodel interpretability challenge, we introduced an additional

method for interpreting the outcomes of recurrent neural networks, particularly BiL-

STMs (Chapter 4). The proposed technique is based on the contextual decomposition

interpretation algorithm [172], where we decompose the computations of the standard

BiLSTM algorithm to examine individual predictions generated by the BiLSTMs, with-

out any changes to the underlying model. Using this approach, a predicted outcome can

be explained in terms of contributions of individual visits as well as contributions of

combinations of visits. This method was evaluated for the task of predicting school-age

asthma for pre-school children with asthma-like symptoms. This development beyond

individual visit importance is key for understanding a model as complex and highly

non-linear as BiLSTM. We also show a use case for utilizing our method to obtain the

important diagnosis codes at the cohort-level, for the asthma prediction task, as well

as an interactive visualization to provide interpretations at patient-level EHR using the

learned importance scores.

Finally, to address the data irregularity challenge, we described a method for time-

aware attention-based visit-level representation using self-attention mechanism com-

bined with non-stationary kernel approximation (Chapter 5). Specifically, we extended

the self-attention architecture by replacing the positional encoding with non-stationary
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kernel approximation to model non-stationary temporal relationships between patient

visits in EHR. This method was evaluated on the task of predicting the next diagnosis

codes, given a patient’s EHR history. The experimental evaluation confirms that in a

setting that models temporal data distributions, methods such as self-attention combined

with non-stationary kernel approximation can boost the predictive power compared to

the best base models (e.g. positional encoding and stationary kernels). However, the

benefits from such methods are reduced under non-stationarity characteristics of EHRs.

These findings emphasize the importance of accounting for the irregular data distribu-

tions when modeling patient representations in EHRs and the need for methods which

can appropriately model the irregular time gaps between consecutive visits. Therefore,

we show that using non-stationary kernels can be an appropriate alternative to positional

encoding in self-attention models to model the complex non-stationary relationships in

EHRs.

7.2. Future Directions

This section presents several potential future directions that can be followed based

on the work presented in this thesis.

7.2.1. Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a class of machine learning which executes a se-

quence of actions to increase the probability of achieving a predefined goal [211]. The

considerable recent developments of RL motivates its utilization in the medical domain,

where RL showed promising results for a variety of healthcare applications, especially

those in which diagnosing decisions or treatment strategies are usually characterized by
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a sequential decision-making procedure [212]–[214]. EHR includes two main features

which motivate the use of reinforcement learning for EHR-based prediction tasks. First,

in EHRs, decisions are made sequentially along a timeline, actions are based on the

examined state, effects appear at later time points than the actions that generate them

(time delay), and there is some notion of desired state(s). Therefore, combining EHRs

data and reinforcement learning can provide an attractive framework for the continuous

recommendation of treatments and intervention plans for each different medical state of

the patient. Second, extracting labeled data from EHR is not always an easy task.

For example, if wewould like to predict the onset of preterm delivery for an expecting

mother as early as possible, standard supervised learning algorithms will require the

training dataset to include labels for both the preterm outcome and the optimal time

point to make the prediction. However, we are often given a training dataset where only

the former label is present. In fact, it isn’t a simple task even for medical specialists to

identify the optimal time to make the decision. Reinforcement learning offers a potential

solution for this issue, where labeled training data is not required as in supervised

learning schemes, and we only need to define for the model the reward for making the

decisions correctly. Therefore, a potential future contribution may address combining

reinforcement learning with our code-level attention-based model (e.g. PredictPTB) for

providing early predictions of outcomes complimented with interpretations explaining

the decisions made by the reinforcement agent.

7.2.2. BERT-like Models

Given the success of deep sequence models and attention/self-attention mechanisms

in EHR-based predictive modeling, a promising line of research may address adapting
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transformer architectures [91] for EHR-based predictive modeling, while taking into

account EHR-specific challenges and provide improvements on the prediction accuracy

of these models.

Transformermodels have been fundamentally studied for text processing, particularly

the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) model [215].

Adapting the transformer architecture to structured EHRdata is a natural idea, since EHR

and natural language text share a common analogy of being represented as sequential

modalities for tokens from a large vocabulary, which was considered in BioBERT [216]

for biomedical knowledge and clinicalBERT [217] for clinical text. However, to the best

of our knowledge, there are only three relevant studies which adapted the transformer

architecture into EHRs which are BEHRT [218], G-BERT [219], andMed-BERT [220].

These efforts developed interpretable risk prediction models, which can predict various

types of diseases and integrate a wide range of EHR modalities/concepts in its modular

architecture. Future work may consider evaluating alternative architectures for pre-

training and fine-tuning on EHR, such as ELMo[221] and generative pre-training (GPT)

[222].

7.2.3. Kernel Approximation Using Data-dependent Algorithms

Kernel approximation using random features-based algorithms proved effective in

a broad range of machine learning tasks. Random features-based algorithms can be

broadly grouped into two classes, data-independent algorithms and data-dependent al-

gorithms. In this thesis, we focused on data-dependent approaches, which uses the

training data to guide the selection of points and weights in the random features for

better approximation quality and/or generalization performance. Given its considerable
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success in modeling the non-stationarity of EHR data in the empirical evaluation con-

ducted in Chapter 5 and the rapid growth of the related literature, we believe that an

important direct extension of our work is to explore more data-dependent approaches

for effective modeling of the time trajectories in EHRs. Specifically, we recommend fu-

ture work to explore the following data-dependent classes (1) leverage score sampling,

which replaces the original distribution p(ω) by a carefully chosen distribution q(ω)

constructed using leverage scores (LS) [223]–[226], (2) re-weighted random feature

selection, which is based on the idea of re-weighting the random features by solving

a constrained optimization problem [227], [228], and (3) kernel learning by random

features, which aims to learn the spectral distribution of kernel from the data to achieve

better similarity representation and prediction [229], [230].

7.2.4. Integrating Heterogeneous Data Sources

Besides structured data (e.g. diagnosis codes, procedure codes, and medication

codes), unstructured data (e.g. images, clinical notes, lab measures, and spectrograms)

in EHRs can provide additional, precious information for more accurate predictions.

However, the processes to analyze such unstructured data are often complex, time-

consuming, and require excessive manual effort. In this dissertation, we focused on cap-

turing the relationships among structured data. A rather straightforward, but nonetheless

promising future work is to leverage more data modalities (structured and unstructured)

from EHRs using deep learning techniques for an improved performance in various

prediction tasks.
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Figure A.1. Institutional Review Board (IRB) Letter
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Table B.1. Detailed Results for the Evaluation of PredictPTB Model and Baselines

Experiment details Mean Standard deviation

Model Modality Experiment Window Prediction Point (days) ACC AUC PRUC Sensitivity Specificity ACC AUC PRUC Sensitivity Specificity

1 MLP all retro short-term 30 92.42 79.26 34.27 70.77 70.59 0.1 0.61 1.55 0.5 1.36

2 MLP all retro long-term 30 92.03 74.35 27.46 66.91 67.02 0.11 0.75 1.01 0.36 1.16

3 MLP all full long-term 30 92 73.91 26.63 66.82 66.58 0.12 0.52 0.8 0.24 1.02

4 MLP diagnosis full long-term 30 91.88 72.95 24.84 65.88 65.89 0.07 0.37 0.67 0.67 0.98

5 MLP diagnosis retro long-term 30 91.96 72.78 24.85 65.87 65.27 0.11 0.47 0.61 0.38 1.23

6 MLP all retro long-term 90 91.92 70.42 21.05 64.72 63.77 0.17 0.61 0.99 0.57 0.79

7 MLP all full long-term 90 91.92 70.29 20.66 64.32 63.96 0.09 0.62 0.89 0.38 1.1

8 MLP all retro long-term 180 92.04 69.42 18.77 63.9 63.72 0.15 0.75 0.62 0.88 1.48

9 MLP all full long-term 180 91.99 69.34 18.44 63.68 64.21 0.09 0.34 0.38 0.79 1

10 MLP diagnosis full long-term 90 91.93 69.34 19.78 63.51 63.24 0.06 0.75 0.41 1.06 1.06

11 MLP diagnosis retro long-term 90 91.95 69.47 20.35 63.41 63.4 0.16 0.51 0.8 0.52 0.76

12 MLP diagnosis retro long-term 180 92.1 67.88 16.96 62.23 62.26 0.09 0.76 0.54 0.45 1.08

13 MLP diagnosis full long-term 180 91.95 67.79 16.84 62.18 62.26 0.09 0.63 0.61 0.44 1.16

14 MLP lab orders retro long-term 180 92.13 64.97 14.87 60.92 60.4 0.23 0.45 0.68 0.86 0.85

15 MLP lab orders retro long-term 30 91.54 64.28 16.24 60.63 59.78 0.19 0.52 0.62 0.64 1.22

16 MLP lab orders full long-term 180 92.08 64.84 14.66 60.44 61.09 0.12 0.52 0.44 0.77 1.44

17 MLP lab orders full long-term 30 91.7 64.19 16.16 60.37 59.77 0.18 0.55 0.71 0.5 1.12

18 MLP lab orders retro long-term 90 91.89 64.11 14.9 60.2 60.19 0.17 0.52 0.41 0.38 1.07

19 MLP lab orders full long-term 90 91.86 63.88 14.87 59.86 59.42 0.13 0.44 0.43 0.95 0.91

20 MLP all full long-term 270 91.49 64.36 16.63 59.8 59.45 0.11 0.66 0.4 0.59 0.9

21 MLP all retro long-term 270 91.49 64.73 17.15 59.76 59.91 0.16 0.82 0.62 1.02 1.62

22 MLP diagnosis retro long-term 270 91.41 62.87 15.42 59.01 58.1 0.18 0.94 0.63 0.87 1.44

23 MLP diagnosis full long-term 270 91.41 62.95 15.27 58.83 58.18 0.08 1.03 0.6 0.81 1.68

24 MLP medications full long-term 30 91.12 63.57 18.11 58.76 58.91 0.12 0.47 0.1 0.42 0.92

25 MLP medications retro long-term 30 91.11 63.86 18.16 58.74 59.37 0.14 0.43 0.6 0.84 1.05

26 MLP medications retro long-term 270 91.43 62.27 14.95 58.59 57.71 0.15 0.57 0.8 0.3 1.22

27 MLP procedures retro long-term 30 91.08 62.29 16.22 58.5 58.04 0.14 0.38 0.42 0.69 0.58

28 MLP procedures full long-term 30 90.95 61.94 16.17 58.2 57.71 0.13 0.66 0.52 0.92 1.42

29 MLP medications retro long-term 180 91.51 62.19 14.88 58.16 58.34 0.16 0.92 0.6 0.76 1.24

30 MLP medications full long-term 270 91.34 62.5 15.21 58.11 58.39 0.26 0.74 0.68 0.83 1.55

31 MLP lab orders full long-term 270 91.41 61.15 14.79 58.03 58.08 0.17 0.68 0.53 0.83 1

32 MLP lab orders retro long-term 270 91.43 61.93 14.63 58.02 59.05 0.24 0.66 0.52 0.8 1.01

33 MLP medications full long-term 180 91.51 62.06 15.26 57.74 58.58 0.17 0.57 0.61 1.12 1.74

34 MLP medications retro long-term 90 91.38 61.88 15.18 57.56 57.98 0.09 0.74 0.53 0.47 1.07

35 MLP procedures retro long-term 90 91.28 61.07 14.16 57.44 57.43 0.14 0.58 0.48 0.59 1.12

36 MLP procedures full long-term 180 91.6 60.2 12.64 57.32 56.64 0.13 0.75 0.39 0.75 1.48

37 MLP procedures full long-term 90 91.18 60.16 13.77 57.28 56.62 0.22 0.74 0.59 0.64 1.03

38 MLP procedures retro long-term 180 91.61 60.77 12.79 57.25 57.12 0.08 0.67 0.6 0.95 2.06

39 MLP medications full long-term 90 91.35 61.87 15.32 57.24 58.17 0.12 0.43 0.34 0.67 1.14

40 MLP procedures full long-term 270 91.43 59.26 12.24 56.65 56.11 0.11 0.65 0.42 0.76 1.3

41 MLP procedures retro long-term 270 91.43 59.72 12.54 56.61 57.24 0.2 0.84 0.31 0.53 1.2

42 MLP surgeries full long-term 30 87.93 52.25 15.78 39.18 65.91 2.4 5.92 3.62 13.95 16.58

43 MLP surgeries retro long-term 270 87.88 51.14 17.4 38.13 62.12 2.9 6.35 4.85 20.58 21.87

44 MLP surgeries full long-term 180 89.6 49.47 13.24 34.54 60.23 1.64 9.04 4.13 21.13 29.3

45 MLP surgeries full long-term 90 89.13 46.29 13.67 31.06 61.86 2.85 6.13 6.03 20.48 25.53

46 MLP surgeries retro long-term 90 89.64 50.19 13.66 25.34 74.08 3.18 10.26 6.62 18.15 23.73

47 MLP surgeries retro long-term 180 89.43 51.62 14.87 24.83 72.23 2.36 6.82 3.4 20.23 18.31

48 MLP surgeries retro long-term 30 87.86 48.39 15.03 23.74 72.41 2.02 5.32 3.32 15.83 14.62

49 MLP surgeries full long-term 270 85.34 51.82 17.77 19.55 80.35 1.84 4.7 3.56 12.85 15.34

50 MLP all full short-term 30 92.41 79.02 33.47 70.52 70.52 0.18 0.37 1.01 0.63 0.94
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51 MLP all full short-term 180 94.3 76.9 21.83 69.81 68.37 0.16 0.8 1.07 1.21 1.35

52 MLP all retro short-term 90 92.64 76.22 26.78 69.08 68.37 0.1 0.46 1.11 0.77 1.1

53 MLP all retro short-term 180 94.26 76.72 23.24 68.76 69.61 0.06 0.85 0.98 1.14 1.87

54 MLP diagnosis retro short-term 30 92.15 76.75 30.44 68.7 68.5 0.16 0.42 0.9 0.46 0.93

55 MLP all full short-term 90 92.63 75.65 25.83 68.66 68.09 0.13 0.25 0.65 0.22 0.72

56 MLP diagnosis retro short-term 180 94.17 76.63 22.06 68.62 69.89 0.16 0.62 1.27 1.08 1.68

57 MLP diagnosis full short-term 180 94.37 75.49 20.64 68.62 68.04 0.13 0.55 0.58 0.41 0.85

58 MLP diagnosis full short-term 30 92.22 76.64 29.93 68.52 68.48 0.13 0.42 0.62 0.49 0.96

59 MLP diagnosis full short-term 90 92.5 74.23 24.6 67.23 67.04 0.13 0.3 0.98 0.45 1.24

60 MLP diagnosis retro short-term 90 92.52 74.37 24.96 66.9 67.61 0.15 0.69 0.55 0.55 1.37

61 MLP lab orders retro short-term 180 94.55 68.63 14.54 64.61 62.57 0.16 1 1.24 0.95 1.38

62 MLP procedures retro short-term 180 92.76 69.97 22.07 64.37 62.4 0.43 2.41 1.41 3.61 5.68

63 MLP lab orders full short-term 180 94.67 69.48 13.97 63.7 64.71 0.13 1.5 0.7 1.4 2.5

64 MLP procedures full short-term 180 92.51 70.29 20.29 63.51 63.37 0.4 1.97 2.39 2.38 4.18

65 MLP procedures full short-term 30 88.32 67.96 28.49 63.48 61.27 0.45 0.88 0.81 0.66 2.25

66 MLP procedures retro short-term 90 89.22 67.83 27.04 62.26 61.73 0.21 1.15 1.34 1.88 2.47

67 MLP procedures retro short-term 30 88.41 69.12 29.3 62.25 63.8 0.27 0.97 1.46 1.13 1.6

68 MLP lab orders retro short-term 90 92.59 67.41 15.76 62.13 61.46 0.16 0.55 0.74 0.99 1.74

69 MLP lab orders full short-term 90 92.6 67.36 15.41 61.96 61.79 0.13 0.56 0.61 0.74 0.87

70 MLP procedures full short-term 90 89 67.01 24.61 61.62 61.42 0.32 1.36 2.38 1.43 2.84

71 MLP lab orders full short-term 30 91.81 66.24 17.96 61.19 61.68 0.18 0.69 0.5 0.54 1.22

72 MLP lab orders retro short-term 30 91.74 66.33 18.05 60.92 62 0.12 0.4 0.63 0.72 0.68

73 MLP medications retro short-term 30 89.59 64.62 24.9 59.11 60.11 0.2 0.94 1.07 1.13 1.21

74 MLP medications full short-term 30 89.48 64.76 24.73 58.83 60.55 0.25 0.53 0.88 1.36 1.39

75 MLP medications full short-term 180 91.55 64.2 20.52 57.8 61.46 0.55 1.08 2.26 2.87 3.09

76 MLP medications retro short-term 180 91.38 63.45 22.13 56.68 60.52 0.44 1.74 2.91 2.77 2.25

77 MLP medications retro short-term 90 90.1 60.99 17.12 55.78 58.57 0.28 1.54 0.95 1.82 3.39

78 MLP medications full short-term 90 89.91 60.59 17.73 55.34 57.74 0.3 1.29 0.8 1.9 1.49

79 PredictPTB all retro long-term 30 91.71 78.91 34.85 70.44 70.22 0.14 0.49 0.98 0.58 0.77

80 PredictPTB all full long-term 30 91.74 78.77 34.74 70.2 70.03 0.15 0.49 1.05 0.68 0.76

81 PredictPTB diagnosis retro long-term 30 91.81 76.76 31.84 68.92 68.64 0.24 0.51 0.61 0.39 0.96

82 PredictPTB diagnosis full long-term 30 91.7 76.47 31.59 68.16 68.35 0.24 0.41 0.73 0.52 0.44

83 PredictPTB all full long-term 90 91.54 74.43 26.11 67.32 66.83 0.15 0.59 0.56 0.29 0.78

84 PredictPTB all retro long-term 90 91.54 75 27.13 66.96 67.89 0.12 0.39 0.73 0.53 1.15

85 PredictPTB all retro long-term 180 91.79 73 21.55 66.48 66.01 0.16 0.7 0.46 0.63 1.04

86 PredictPTB diagnosis full long-term 90 91.51 72.52 24.83 66 65.67 0.12 0.56 0.52 0.42 1.24

87 PredictPTB diagnosis retro long-term 90 91.49 72.2 24.76 65.85 66.16 0.25 0.32 0.22 0.37 1.16

88 PredictPTB all full long-term 180 91.68 72.61 20.99 65.78 66.38 0.19 0.48 0.5 0.57 1.61

89 PredictPTB diagnosis retro long-term 180 91.89 70.85 19.6 65.37 64.45 0.15 0.38 0.43 0.49 1.19

90 PredictPTB diagnosis full long-term 180 91.8 70.73 19.28 64.85 64.79 0.14 0.49 0.44 0.52 0.81

91 PredictPTB lab orders retro long-term 180 92.08 67.77 16.78 62.79 62.48 0.11 0.72 0.86 0.66 0.72

92 PredictPTB lab orders full long-term 180 92.11 67.76 16.1 62.53 63.05 0.16 0.51 0.45 0.69 1.2

93 PredictPTB lab orders full long-term 30 91.44 67.19 18.36 62.46 61.27 0.17 0.41 0.49 0.45 0.58

94 PredictPTB lab orders retro long-term 30 91.49 67.14 18.39 62.15 62.05 0.18 0.27 0.49 0.79 0.77

95 PredictPTB lab orders full long-term 90 91.72 67.17 16.53 61.86 62.22 0.03 0.37 0.52 0.8 0.91

96 PredictPTB lab orders retro long-term 90 91.84 67.05 16.38 61.73 61.83 0.15 0.5 0.5 0.42 1.33

97 PredictPTB all full long-term 270 91.3 65.23 17.28 60.47 60.06 0.15 0.66 0.72 0.23 1

98 PredictPTB all retro long-term 270 91.32 65.11 17.31 60.2 60.11 0.16 0.4 0.5 0.62 0.71

99 PredictPTB medications retro long-term 30 90.78 64.94 19.96 59.62 59.2 0.14 0.56 0.85 0.44 1.14

100 PredictPTB medications full long-term 30 90.91 64.97 20.08 59.27 59.66 0.17 0.58 0.69 0.47 0.65
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101 PredictPTB lab orders retro long-term 270 91.33 63.24 15.45 59.23 59.34 0.24 0.48 0.54 0.55 0.61

102 PredictPTB medications full long-term 180 91.4 63.4 16.1 59.08 58.78 0.16 0.52 0.75 0.71 1.12

103 PredictPTB diagnosis full long-term 270 91.51 62.5 15.58 59.05 59.15 0.2 0.42 0.42 0.4 0.71

104 PredictPTB diagnosis retro long-term 270 91.4 63.14 16.06 59 59.12 0.11 0.42 0.36 0.47 1.04

105 PredictPTB medications retro long-term 180 91.55 63.75 16.08 58.98 59.13 0.13 0.59 0.58 0.56 1.3

106 PredictPTB medications retro long-term 270 91.29 63.75 16.4 58.86 59.18 0.12 0.19 0.4 0.94 0.81

107 PredictPTB lab orders full long-term 270 91.36 62.88 14.85 58.84 58.97 0.13 0.27 0.52 0.53 0.87

108 PredictPTB medications full long-term 270 91.33 63.41 15.92 58.74 58.37 0.16 0.38 0.67 0.8 0.95

109 PredictPTB medications retro long-term 90 91.4 63.14 15.83 58.66 58.72 0.18 0.41 0.54 0.4 0.77

110 PredictPTB procedures retro long-term 30 90.73 62.82 18.11 58.43 58.12 0.25 0.67 0.63 1.02 0.67

111 PredictPTB medications full long-term 90 91.32 62.76 15.75 58.38 57.67 0.09 0.64 0.49 0.8 1.09

112 PredictPTB procedures full long-term 90 91.19 61.25 15.05 58.08 57.2 0.11 0.96 0.45 0.47 1.16

113 PredictPTB procedures full long-term 30 91 62.76 17.2 57.88 58.61 0.14 0.66 0.3 0.56 0.96

114 PredictPTB procedures retro long-term 90 91.21 61.1 15.42 57.87 56.79 0.17 0.68 0.8 1.02 1.13

115 PredictPTB procedures retro long-term 180 91.57 60.56 13 57.11 57.03 0.17 0.73 0.47 0.99 1.56

116 PredictPTB procedures full long-term 270 91.55 59.71 12.44 56.92 56.1 0.24 0.49 0.42 0.69 1.26

117 PredictPTB procedures full long-term 180 91.68 60.56 12.85 56.65 57.23 0.11 0.94 0.49 0.42 1.58

118 PredictPTB procedures retro long-term 270 91.52 59.49 12.32 56.53 56.83 0.14 0.67 0.43 0.67 0.79

119 PredictPTB surgeries retro long-term 270 88.73 51.03 14.29 52.18 49.2 3.26 5.21 5.34 14.56 25.73

120 PredictPTB surgeries retro long-term 180 89.76 49 11.73 41.4 66.76 3.18 8.07 3.97 18.33 14.83

121 PredictPTB surgeries full long-term 30 87.93 49.81 15.76 41.32 61.71 1.76 6.42 5.24 16.27 18.14

122 PredictPTB surgeries retro long-term 30 88.94 50.8 13.56 38.43 55.9 2.58 8.64 3.22 17.48 18.65

123 PredictPTB surgeries full long-term 180 87.5 52.9 16.36 37.26 55.66 3.32 5.11 7.58 14.9 17.94

124 PredictPTB surgeries full long-term 90 86.85 50.83 17.04 36.16 58.11 2.66 9.38 4.06 14.18 24.1

125 PredictPTB surgeries full long-term 270 88.64 56.6 15.89 32.82 64.74 1.57 8.16 3.72 12.57 20.12

126 PredictPTB surgeries retro long-term 90 85.9 53.73 19.09 31.6 68.86 2.26 9.27 5.91 18.25 11.07

127 PredictPTB all retro short-term 30 92.08 82.49 41.09 73.28 73.32 0.13 0.39 0.84 0.27 1.24

128 PredictPTB all full short-term 30 91.98 82.16 40.41 73.26 73.15 0.12 0.32 1.25 0.38 0.66

129 PredictPTB diagnosis retro short-term 30 91.88 79.99 37.14 71.72 71.48 0.05 0.24 1.01 0.72 0.7

130 PredictPTB diagnosis full short-term 30 91.91 80.09 36.69 71.48 70.89 0.14 0.12 0.76 0.24 0.58

131 PredictPTB all retro short-term 180 93.86 78.54 24.57 71.45 71.12 0.26 0.57 1.13 1.14 2.33

132 PredictPTB all retro short-term 90 92.34 78.93 32.27 71.06 70.54 0.15 0.47 0.83 0.44 0.82

133 PredictPTB all full short-term 180 93.8 77.88 23.81 70.99 69.87 0.37 0.86 1.84 0.7 1.3

134 PredictPTB all full short-term 90 92.22 78.81 31.14 70.05 71.08 0.26 0.34 0.7 0.87 1

135 PredictPTB diagnosis full short-term 180 94.07 76.14 21.03 69.52 69.37 0.25 1.09 2.24 1.01 1.98

136 PredictPTB diagnosis retro short-term 180 93.94 76.09 22.67 69.25 70.1 0.14 1.04 1.72 0.78 2.04

137 PredictPTB diagnosis retro short-term 90 92.09 76.59 30.04 69.04 69.11 0.21 0.68 1.24 0.86 1.16

138 PredictPTB diagnosis full short-term 90 92.26 76.14 29.26 69 68.36 0.14 0.44 0.76 0.74 1.26

139 PredictPTB procedures retro short-term 180 92.46 69.54 22.08 65.88 65.81 0.27 4.51 5.09 1.84 3.63

140 PredictPTB procedures full short-term 180 92.26 68.02 17.99 65.66 64.09 0.44 2.39 2.69 3.36 4.7

141 PredictPTB lab orders retro short-term 180 94.49 70.36 15.99 64.67 66.34 0.2 0.93 0.58 0.93 1.41

142 PredictPTB lab orders full short-term 180 94.26 67.98 14.86 64.1 63.41 0.04 0.73 2.07 0.61 0.67

143 PredictPTB lab orders full short-term 90 92.35 68.98 16.23 63.79 62.79 0.18 0.4 0.57 0.51 1.27

144 PredictPTB lab orders retro short-term 90 92.42 70.03 16.72 63.67 64.51 0.19 0.54 0.91 0.79 0.96

145 PredictPTB lab orders full short-term 30 91.54 68.42 19.42 63.29 62.72 0.15 0.72 0.79 0.23 0.96

146 PredictPTB procedures full short-term 30 86.9 69.7 31.5 63.22 63.78 0.56 1.35 1.74 1.21 2.91

147 PredictPTB lab orders retro short-term 30 91.5 68.41 19.78 63.08 62.72 0.15 0.6 0.62 0.62 1.28

148 PredictPTB procedures retro short-term 30 87.23 68.84 31.49 62.95 63.93 0.48 1.5 1.48 0.68 2.75

149 PredictPTB procedures retro short-term 90 88.4 68.5 27.69 62.88 63.39 0.57 1.2 2.77 1.12 2.23

150 PredictPTB procedures full short-term 90 88.32 67.29 26.04 62.31 62.87 0.32 1.86 3.14 1.14 3.64
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151 PredictPTB medications retro short-term 180 90.8 66.5 23.86 60.45 59.4 0.24 2.12 2.71 1.82 2.92

152 PredictPTB medications full short-term 180 91.08 66.28 21.23 59.59 62.32 0.36 1.76 2.57 2.35 3.09

153 PredictPTB medications retro short-term 30 88.88 65.33 26.05 59.52 60.63 0.36 1.08 1.19 0.85 1.41

154 PredictPTB medications full short-term 30 88.83 65.09 25.81 59.43 60.06 0.28 1.17 1.3 0.78 2.29

155 PredictPTB medications full short-term 90 89.92 61.69 17.63 57.87 58.46 0.14 1.36 1.03 1.41 2.73

156 PredictPTB medications retro short-term 90 89.87 61.75 17.85 57.54 57.83 0.17 0.86 1 1.63 2.19

157 RETAIN all retro long-term 30 92.27 76.94 31.53 68.31 68.98 0.12 0.44 0.88 0.4 0.59

158 RETAIN all full long-term 30 92.14 76.44 31.11 68.1 67.95 0.07 0.47 0.7 0.38 0.67

159 RETAIN diagnosis retro long-term 30 92.08 75.17 28.42 67.36 67.04 0.11 0.47 0.39 0.5 1.26

160 RETAIN diagnosis full long-term 30 92.12 75.09 28.7 67.35 66.88 0.09 0.49 0.73 0.41 0.88

161 RETAIN all full long-term 90 92 71.86 22.56 65.21 64.79 0.12 0.37 0.56 0.45 0.57

162 RETAIN all retro long-term 90 92.02 72.24 22.67 65.07 65.27 0.1 0.7 1.35 0.48 1.06

163 RETAIN all retro long-term 180 92.09 71.22 19.24 64.94 64.79 0.13 0.42 0.58 0.6 0.89

164 RETAIN all full long-term 180 92.17 71.1 18.84 64.93 64.69 0.09 0.56 0.84 0.35 0.94

165 RETAIN diagnosis retro long-term 90 92.12 71.08 22.05 64.68 64.11 0.12 0.51 0.62 0.55 0.67

166 RETAIN diagnosis full long-term 90 92.07 70.97 21.71 64.36 64.31 0.15 0.35 0.67 0.43 1.07

167 RETAIN diagnosis retro long-term 180 92.1 69.9 17.68 64.05 64.13 0.15 0.63 0.98 0.65 1.45

168 RETAIN diagnosis full long-term 180 92.17 69.67 17 63.9 64.13 0.08 0.46 0.35 0.36 1.12

169 RETAIN lab orders full long-term 180 92.16 67.36 16.08 62.37 62.44 0.09 0.37 0.64 0.51 1.02

170 RETAIN lab orders retro long-term 180 92.08 67.22 16.27 62.12 62.82 0.12 0.5 0.73 0.47 1.03

171 RETAIN lab orders retro long-term 90 91.85 65.87 15.72 61.73 60.22 0.18 0.46 0.65 0.81 1.19

172 RETAIN lab orders full long-term 30 91.67 66.05 17.63 61.28 61.4 0.09 0.41 0.37 1.09 1.09

173 RETAIN lab orders full long-term 90 91.92 65.92 15.5 61.26 60.66 0.07 0.39 0.52 0.47 0.77

174 RETAIN lab orders retro long-term 30 91.68 66 17.72 60.86 61.74 0.08 0.57 0.76 0.72 0.76

175 RETAIN all full long-term 270 91.52 63.43 15.18 59.47 58.57 0.19 0.73 0.63 0.65 1.1

176 RETAIN medications retro long-term 30 91.22 64.18 19.31 59.34 59.06 0.09 0.28 0.88 0.81 1.06

177 RETAIN all retro long-term 270 91.5 63.42 15.38 59.34 58.54 0.19 0.86 0.82 0.66 1.75

178 RETAIN diagnosis full long-term 270 91.53 62.8 14.85 58.99 57.86 0.14 0.84 0.5 0.65 1.36

179 RETAIN diagnosis retro long-term 270 91.59 62.94 14.73 58.81 58.12 0.1 0.28 0.39 0.76 0.91

180 RETAIN medications retro long-term 180 91.56 61.97 14.9 58.79 57.04 0.18 0.79 0.65 0.59 1.66

181 RETAIN medications full long-term 30 91.32 64.26 19.2 58.75 59.59 0.14 0.4 0.48 0.31 0.99

182 RETAIN medications retro long-term 270 91.42 62.18 14.47 58.32 57.61 0.14 0.8 0.74 0.46 1.57

183 RETAIN lab orders full long-term 270 91.47 61.46 14.12 58.26 57.84 0.1 0.75 0.57 1.03 0.95

184 RETAIN medications full long-term 270 91.36 62.56 14.8 58.14 58.09 0.17 0.9 0.68 0.73 1.36

185 RETAIN procedures retro long-term 30 91.18 61.32 15.63 58.07 57.45 0.22 0.7 0.54 0.78 1.3

186 RETAIN medications full long-term 180 91.52 62.06 14.46 58.02 57.95 0.21 0.63 0.8 0.78 0.83

187 RETAIN procedures full long-term 30 91.03 61.1 15.84 57.81 57.1 0.15 0.45 0.58 0.63 1.43

188 RETAIN lab orders retro long-term 270 91.46 61.58 14.24 57.78 58.46 0.13 0.71 0.98 0.87 1.56

189 RETAIN surgeries retro long-term 30 86.43 47.84 15.85 57.46 39.1 1.67 8.64 5.25 9.71 19.06

190 RETAIN medications full long-term 90 91.43 61.74 14.36 57.42 57.98 0.12 0.5 0.68 0.43 1.34

191 RETAIN medications retro long-term 90 91.4 61.85 14.55 57.22 58.06 0.09 0.46 0.38 0.6 1.04

192 RETAIN procedures retro long-term 90 91.35 60.12 13.71 56.91 56.87 0.19 0.57 0.7 1.04 1

193 RETAIN procedures full long-term 90 91.25 59.61 13.78 56.86 56.35 0.15 0.67 0.94 0.63 0.99

194 RETAIN procedures full long-term 180 91.57 57.93 10.81 56.7 54.9 0.21 0.71 0.54 0.65 1.05

195 RETAIN procedures retro long-term 180 91.61 58.95 11.23 56.11 56.86 0.19 0.6 0.48 0.91 1.47

196 RETAIN procedures retro long-term 270 91.67 58.36 10.84 55.83 56.2 0.1 0.71 0.49 0.88 1.41

197 RETAIN procedures full long-term 270 91.54 57.07 10.61 55.66 54.57 0.13 1.15 0.48 0.73 1.87

198 RETAIN surgeries full long-term 180 86.62 48.62 16.49 48.1 50.7 3.44 10.66 5.21 18.23 24.69

199 RETAIN surgeries full long-term 90 89.24 47.87 11.79 44.82 53.94 2.17 9.32 3.2 10.69 9.66

200 RETAIN surgeries retro long-term 180 88.87 51.25 13.01 44.08 57.02 2.25 9.19 2.93 18.72 27.8
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200 RETAIN surgeries retro long-term 180 88.87 51.25 13.01 44.08 57.02 2.25 9.19 2.93 18.72 27.8

201 RETAIN surgeries full long-term 30 89.35 55.34 14.21 42.97 61.83 1.73 5.14 3.16 17.29 21.66

202 RETAIN surgeries retro long-term 270 88.89 48.98 14.88 37.34 56.53 4.22 7.99 6.59 17.89 22.8

203 RETAIN surgeries full long-term 270 86.82 48.19 15.05 37.1 61.06 2.03 9.19 3.7 17.84 23.64

204 RETAIN surgeries retro long-term 90 87.27 47.29 15.22 29.2 70.41 3.56 3.35 3.77 18.52 16.23

205 RETAIN all retro short-term 30 92.47 80.01 36.55 71.18 71.07 0.16 0.61 0.78 0.57 0.94

206 RETAIN all full short-term 30 92.46 79.52 35.52 71.07 70.14 0.13 0.51 0.85 0.72 0.53

207 RETAIN diagnosis retro short-term 30 92.3 78.59 33.2 69.87 70.12 95.99 0.57 1.34 0.69 1.06

208 RETAIN diagnosis full short-term 30 92.28 78.43 33.68 69.8 69.89 0.11 0.42 0.75 0.6 0.98

209 RETAIN all retro short-term 180 94.39 76.37 20.86 69.31 68.22 0.12 0.59 0.68 0.62 1.84

210 RETAIN diagnosis retro short-term 180 94.39 76.06 20.89 69.01 68.57 0.17 0.6 0.93 0.73 1.68

211 RETAIN all full short-term 90 92.78 76.48 26.13 68.87 68.22 0.24 0.49 0.82 0.45 0.7

212 RETAIN diagnosis full short-term 180 94.34 76.36 20.26 68.74 69.87 0.11 1.13 1.58 1.07 2.29

213 RETAIN all retro short-term 90 92.67 76.17 26.67 68.39 68.37 0.2 0.76 1.4 0.35 1.18

214 RETAIN all full short-term 180 94.35 76 19.56 68.29 69.01 0.23 0.61 0.78 1.19 0.86

215 RETAIN diagnosis full short-term 90 92.66 74.52 25.84 67.51 66.25 0.09 0.55 1.37 0.54 1.27

216 RETAIN diagnosis retro short-term 90 92.62 74.84 26.53 67.11 67.12 0.12 0.58 0.94 0.54 1.26

217 RETAIN procedures retro short-term 180 92.39 68.44 19.13 64.35 60.72 0.52 2.06 4.15 3.67 3.9

218 RETAIN lab orders retro short-term 180 94.86 69.13 13.64 64.17 63.93 0.1 0.94 0.73 1.19 2.38

219 RETAIN procedures full short-term 180 92.59 69.5 17.74 63.02 64.03 0.25 2.77 2.88 2.02 4.57

220 RETAIN lab orders full short-term 90 92.52 68.42 15.19 62.91 62.68 0.1 0.98 0.53 0.79 1.15

221 RETAIN lab orders retro short-term 90 92.45 68.56 15.39 62.87 62.94 0.2 0.52 0.29 0.94 1.68

222 RETAIN lab orders full short-term 180 94.72 67.96 12.85 62.76 63.38 0.23 0.75 0.88 1.06 2.01

223 RETAIN procedures full short-term 30 88.62 66.58 26.93 62.42 60.64 0.33 0.62 1.07 1.3 1.4

224 RETAIN procedures retro short-term 30 88.53 66.83 27.71 62.15 61.45 0.22 1 1.71 1.3 2.38

225 RETAIN lab orders full short-term 30 91.85 67.28 17.86 62.14 62.1 0.13 0.58 0.67 0.73 0.81

226 RETAIN lab orders retro short-term 30 91.82 67.28 18.2 62.1 62.01 0.11 0.71 0.61 0.69 1.27

227 RETAIN procedures retro short-term 90 89.26 67.09 25.47 61.96 61.98 0.34 1.82 1.73 1.02 2.98

228 RETAIN procedures full short-term 90 89.34 65.23 23.96 61.18 60.17 0.26 1.13 1.67 1.78 1.5

229 RETAIN medications full short-term 180 91.76 61.65 18.49 60.25 56.83 0.39 2.01 1.53 3.37 5.01

230 RETAIN medications retro short-term 180 91.83 62.95 20.41 59.88 57.25 0.23 0.87 1.43 2.44 3.88

231 RETAIN medications retro short-term 30 89.71 64.31 25.63 59.47 59.65 0.21 0.63 0.54 1.24 1.27

232 RETAIN medications full short-term 30 89.77 64.02 24.59 59.21 59.92 0.26 0.94 1.29 1.28 1.64

233 RETAIN medications full short-term 90 89.94 58.86 16.19 56.95 54.14 0.21 1.17 0.89 2.43 3.09

234 RETAIN medications retro short-term 90 90.13 59.47 16.13 56.37 56.14 0.24 0.9 0.94 1.46 2.03
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